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Abstract

Wavenumber-frequency spectral analysis of a 90-day winter (Jan. 15 -

April 14) wind field simulated by a climate experiment of the GLA5 atmospheric

circulation model is made using the space-time Fourier analysis which is

modified with Tukey's numerical spectral analysis. Computations are also made

to examine how the model wave disturbances in the wavenumber-frequency domain

are maintained by nonlinear interactions. Results are compared with obser-

vation, especially Kao and Lee's study.

It is found that equatorial easterlies do not show up in this climate

experiment at 200 mb. The zonal kinetic energy and momentum transport of

stationary waves are too small in the model's Northern Hemisphere. The wave-

number and frequency spectra of the model are generally in good agreement with

observation. However, some distinct features of the model's spectra are

revealed. The wavenumber spectra of kinetic energy show that the eastward

moving waves of low wavenumbers have stronger zonal motion while the eastward

moving waves of intermediate wavenumbers have larger meridional motion compared

with observation. Furthermore, the eastward moving waves show a band of large

spectral value in the medium frequency regime. The frequency spectra in high

frequency regime decrease faster than observation as frequency increases. The

scheme proposed by Kao and Lee for the maintenance of kinetic energy spectra

by nonlinear interactions in middle latitudes is not applicable over the whole

model globe because of the disappearance of equatorial easterlies. The main-

tenance of momentum flux spectra by nonlinear interactions in NH middle lati-

tudes is similar to that of kinetic energy spectra. The primary nonlinear

interactions of kinetic energy and momentum flux are contributed by those
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between mean zonal flow and long and medium waves with low and medium fre-

quencies. The stationary waves do not play a significant male in tha non-

linear interactions as found in observation.
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1. Introduction

The development of the general circulation model (GCM) in the past two de-

cades has reached the step where the GCM is not only used to simulate the atmo-

spheric circulation, but also employed to make medium range forecasts and

i^	

long-tens climate study. The simulation of the GCM is conventionally verified

against the long-term averaged spatial distribution of observed atmospheric

circulation. In fact, numerous observational studies demonstrate that the

life cycle of the atmospheric disturbances vary from about a week for cyclone

waves to several weeks for planetary waves. Besides the evaluation of the GCM

simulation in the space domain, it seems logical to assess the GCM simulation

in the time domain, too.

In order to accomplish the second goal, Hayashi and Colder ( 1977) and

Hayashi (1974) applied the lag-correlation method to make the space-time

spectral analysis of the wave disturbances in midlatitudes and tropics of

the CCM of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL). The spectral

analysis with a lag-correlation method is also employed by Pratt (1979) to

analyze the midlatitude disturbances of the GCM of the National Center for

Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Tsay ( 1974b), then, uses the space - time Fourier

analysis proposed by Kao ( 1968) to examine the tropical disturbances of the

NCAR GCM.

The technique of the aforementioned spectral analysis in space and time

can be classified into two methods: space-time spectral analysis ( Hayashi,

1971) and space-time Fourier analysis (Kao, 1968). The former uses it lag-

correlation method, while the latter uses a direct Fourier transform method.

?	 Tsay (1974x) and Pratt (1976) show these two methods are equivalent at
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a discrete frequency, if a frequency smoothing is applied. Recently, Kao and

Lee (1977) revised Kao's original scheme by introducing Tukey's (1967) spectral

analysis technique to make extensive spectral analysis of atmospheric

disturbances.

The GCM developed at the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS)

(Sommerville et al., 1974) has been diagnostically analyzed in various physical,

aspects, e.g. spectral energetics (Tenenbaum, 1976). However, no attempt has

been made to investigate the wave disturbances of the current GCM at GLAS in

the time domain. In order to promote our understanding of the wave disturbances

in the GRAS atmospheric circulation model, it is of interest to analyze the

wave motions of this model using modified Kao's scheme and to verify the model

simulation against Kao and Lee's (hereafter referred to as KL) results.

The detailed structure of the GLAS atmospheric circulation model is

described in detail by Somerville et al. (1974). it is a 9-level primitive

equation model in a-coordinate system. The grid system is 4° latitude x 5°

longitude. The model contains a hydrological cycle, parameterization of

subgrid-scale cumulus convection and orography. The radiation computation

includes the calculated cloud and water vapor distribution. Arakawa's (1966)

scheme is applied to treat the horizontal advections. Recently, the 4th

order finite difference scheme is introduced to the CCM at Goddard Laboratory

for Atmospheric Sciences (Kalnay-Rivas, 1977). However, the climate run

analyzed in the present study uses the second order model.

Data analyzed in this study are condensed from a 4-month climate experi-

ment (D122) using the NMC analysis of 1 January 1975 as initial field. The

a
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history output data for every 12 hr over a period of 90 days starting from

OOGMT, 15 .January 1975, are used. The data of the first 15 days in this climate

experiment are not used to avoid the transition period.

The current study consiRts of two parts: space-time spectral analysis

and the maintenance of large scale moving waves by non-linear interactions.

The discussion of these two parts is presented respectively in Sections 2

and 3.

2. Spectral Analysis

it. Method

The analysis of wavenumber-frequency spectra in this study follows KL's

procedure in which they apply the numerical spectral analysis of Tukey (1967)

to Kao's original space-time Fourier analysis (Kao, 1968). The detailed

procedure of computations can be found in KL. However, a brief suimnary of the

modified Kao's scheme should sufficiently serve the purpose of illustration.

Suppose an atmospheric variable, q(a,t), be a real single-valued function which

is piecewise continuous in an interval (0,271) for both longitudinal A and time

t. The complex Fourier coefficients of this atmospheric variable, Q(k,+n), can

be evaluated by,

Q(k. +n)	 ten 
f271(2nq(X.t)ei(kX+nt)
 J	 dsdt,
0 0

where k and n are wavenumber and frequency respectively. -n represents the

eastward moving waves, while +n is westward.

The double Fourier transform is carried out in two steps. It is evaluated

1
first in the space domain,
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'Phe wavenumber-frequency Fourier coefficients are calculated by performing the

Fourier transform of wavenumber Fourier coefficients, Qq(k,t),

Q(k•±n) - I 
f2w Qq(k,t)e±intdt

0

Tukey's numerical spectral analysis is applied after QQ (k,t) is obtained

from (2). Let us express

Q(k,±n) - Qr (k,:n) + i Qi (k,±n) ,

where 0r and Qi are the real and imaginary parts of Q respectively. The

wavenumber-frequency spectrum can be calculated by

Fptl (k,+n) - 21Pr (k,±n)Qr (k,+n) + P i (k,+n)Qi (k,+n!1 ,	 (4)

where P(k,+n) - Pr (k,±n) + i P I (k,+n) is the Fourier coefficient of a variable

p(A,t). Epq (k,+n) is a power spectrum if p(A,t) - q(A,t), while Epq (k,+n) is

the cospectrum of p and q if p(A,t) 0 q(A,t).
b. Latitudinal distributions of mean zonal velocity, kinetic energy of

stationary and transient waves, and meridional transport of wester

momentum

The linear theory of wave motions shows that the behavior of waves critt-

tally depends upon the zonal mean state. In order to obtain some background

of Lite zonal. mean flow and wave motions of the ULAS modal at 21 1.0 nib, 01}n

latitudinal distributions of zonal mean velocity, kinetic energy and meridional

transport of westerly momentum of stationary (n-o) and transient waves (n#0)

waves at this level are shown in Fig. la. The observations extracted from

various studies for the period from December to February are shown in Fig. lb

to verify the simulation of the GLAS model.

(3)
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The  zonal mean wind of this climate run is close to the January simulation

of Somerville et al. (1974) and the observation, except the equatorial easterlies

surprisingly disappear. In fact ' the examination of 500 mb zonal mean wind in

this climatological experiment does not show the disappearance of easterlies

in the todel tropics.

The model kinetic energies of the transient waves of zonal and meridional

velocities, Ktu and Ktv , are very much larger than their counterparts of

stationary waves, K su and Ksv . The observational Ksu peaks at the equator and

at 35 1°N and hc3s a larger value than the mcdel's. It is obvious that the

}
stationary waves are not well simulated in the model. The comparison of the

kinetic energies of stationary and transient waves between the GLAS model and the

observation at the 200 mo '.evel shows that the smaller eddy kinetic energy of

3
	 the model is mainly due to the zot:sl motion of stationary waves.

Both 
ktu 

and Ktv have maximum values occurring at the same locations of

the maximum zonal mean flow in the Southern and Northern Hemisphere (hereafter

referred as Sit and NH). Tile game situation occurs in the observation. The model

maximum values of K tv in the SH is much smaller than observational valuers. The

.	
observational kinetic energy of the transient waves is almost equally distributed

in Ktu and Ktv in the NH (KL, 1977). This equal partition of Ktu and K tv does

show in the model to some extent. It should be also noted that the model Ktu

and Ktv are larger than observational values in the tropics.

The latitudinal distribution of meridional transport of westerly momentum

displayed in Fig. 1 shows clearly that the model transport is equatorward in the

regions north of 40°N and south of 40°S, and is poleward in the global belt

between 40°N and 40°S. The meridional transport of westerly momentum in the

model is mainly contributed by the transient waves. The contribution from the
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stationary waves is concerted constructively with the transient waves. The

neridional transports of westerly momentum by stationary and transient waves

in the observational study are about the same in the RN. while the later is

dominant in the Sit. The comparison of the westerly momentum transport between

the GLAS model and the observational study shows that the transport is too

strong by model transient waves and too weak by model stationary waves in the

Nil. In addition, the momentum transport by the model transient waves in the Sil

is slightly weaker than observational values.

'rhe January (Somerville et al., 1974) and July (Stone cat al., 1977)

:simulations of the GIBS model have shown that the model total eddy transport of

momentum is too weak. Although the maximum value of meridional transport of

westerly momentum in this climatological experiment is comparative to Ws

Observational value, it may be inferred that the weak eddy transport of momentum

in the .January and July simulation of the G1SS model is due to the small contri-

bution of stationary waves shown in Fig. la.

It has long been well known that eddy kinetic energy is too small and

eddy transport of momentum is too weak in the numerical general circulation

modals. Manabe eat al. (1970) and Wellck et al. (1971) demonstrate that the

increasing of the horizontal resolution of numerical general circulation can

enhance the magnitude of eddy energies and energy conversions. This suggests

that the increasing of horizontal resolution may well be one of the very likely

ways to improve the simulation of stationary waves in the GLAS atmospheric

circulation model. In fact, it has also long been realized that stationary

are generally determined by the forcing of topography and stationary heat

^s (e.g.. Derome and Wiin-Nielsen, 1971). The sophisticated general eircu--

i models usually have realistic orography, even though it is smoothed.

9

r

Y

4
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The increase of horizontal resolution, of course, can .sake the topography more

realistic. The stationary heat sources must depend u l.on the treatment of

diabatic heating. In other worda, the refinement of model diabatic heating

scheme could be another important factor to improve the simulation of stationary

waves.

c. Wavenumber and f requency spectra of zonal and meridional kinet ic end

In order to shed light on the wave characteriatic of the WAS model in

space, the wavenumber spectral analysis is made. The wavenumber kinetic energy

spectra of zonal and meridional motions are displayed in Fig. 2.

The zonal kinetic energy spectra show that the eastward moving waves have

larger energy than the westward moving waves. However, the energies of these two

classes of waves become:. , closer, especially in the high wavenumber regime, as

the equator is approached. The contrast of zonal kinetic energies between the

eastward and westward waves is consistent with KL's study. The close comparison

between the GLAS model and KL's observational result shows that the eastward

moving waves of the model's low wavenumber regime, which possesses most of the

wave energy, have larger energy content than KL values. In contrast, the

model's westward moving waves have less energy than the KL values. It is

interesting to note that the zonal kinetic energy of both eastward and westward

waves at the equator is larger than that of KL.

Both the observational and model kinetic energy of zonal motion in the SH

shown in Section 2a are mainly due to the transient waves. Desbois (1975) also

shows that the zonal kinetic energy spectrum at 45'S decreases monotonically as

w	 wavenumber increases. The eastward mavin8 waves may have higher energy content.Y	 g

Since Desbois' finding does not appear in this energy spectra at 38°$ shown in

Fig. 2a, we could infer that the zonal kinetic energy of model eastward mo!Fing

'	 wave of low wavenumber regime may be smaller in the SH middle latitudes.
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i

The zonal kinetic energy of the model stationary wave one becomes dominant at

18°N and 2 0N. Krishnamurti (1971) and Krishnamurti et a1. (1973) show that

wave one, associated with the east-west circulation at 200 mb over the tropics,

possesses the most significant part of wave energy and is quasi-stationary.

This particular feature of wave one in the tropics is also confirmed recently

by Chen (1980) and shown very clearly in W a result. Compared with Ws

result, the zonal kinetic energy of this wave in the equatorial. area of the GLAS

model is still too weak.

In the high wavenumber regime, Tenenba q," (1976) has shown that the overall

NN kinetic energy spectrum of the GISS model has a slope of -2.6 between waves

8 and 15. Fig. 2a shows that the -3 power law is applicable in high and middle

latitudes. However, the slope of the zonal kinetic energy spectrum in the high

wavenumber regime becomes -2 as it approaches the equator.

Model meridional kinetic energy spectra at various latitudes are shown

to Fig. 2b. The most striking difference of the spectral distribution of

meridional kinetic energy from that of zonal kinetic energy 's the former

always shows a band of maximum values over the scales in which exist the

maximum barar.1inic instability (KL, 1977; Pratt, 1977, Desbois, 1975). The

G AS model, in general, reproduces fairly well the meridional kinetic energy

spectra. tlovever, careful inspection shows that the meridional kinetic energy

in the low wavenumber regime is too small and too large over the band of maximum

values. In other words, the long waves have less north-south motion, while the

most baroclinically unstable waves have too strong north-south motion. The model

westward moving waves have more meridional kinetic energy than the rtpdel_ east-

ward moving waves at the equator. The slope of meridional energy spectra in

the high wavenumber regime is close to -3, out the slope becomes -2 near the

equator. Furthermore, the comparison between the zonal and meridional kinetic
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energy spectra shows that the energy content of eastward moving waves in the

high wavenumber regime of meridional kinetic energy spectra is larger than

those of zonal kinetic energy spectra, except at 2°N and 58°S.

In order to compare the time characteristics of model disturbances with

the observational study of KL, the frequency spectra of zonal and meridional
M

motion of the eastward and westward motion at 200 mb of the GLAS model are

shown in Fig. 3. There is no pronounced difference between the frequency

spectre of zonal and meridional motion as the wavenumber spectra of these two

motions. The spectra of the eastward moving waves have larger energy content

than the westward moving waves, except some low frequency components of zonal

motion at 58°N and intermediate frequency disturbances of meridional motion at

2°N. The difference of frequency spectra between eastward and westward motions

decreases as it approaches the equator. Furthermore, the spectra decrease as

the frequency increases. These general features of frequency spectra ar,

similar to KL's analysis. Notice that some differences exist between KL's and

the model results. The model fre,,,aency spectra of eastward moving waves have

a band of large values between 5-20 cycles (90 days)
-1 in the middle and high

latitudes of the Nil and 38°S. The most distinct feature is that the eastward

moving waves peak at 7 cycles (90 days) -1 which has a period of 12.9 days in this

frequency spectra of zonal motion at 58 °14, 38°N. .18 °N, and meridional motion

at 58'N, 38 °N and 38°S. In fact, Hayashi and Colder (1.977) also find a`12-day

wave in the zonal and meridional motion at 1901 mb of the GFDL model. They

interpretate the 12-day disturbance as strong cyclones. Miller (1974) also 	 r
s

shows a 14-15 day vacillation of atmospheric energy. In any event, this type

of wave disturbance does not show in the KL observational analysis. Through

careful comparison between the frequency spectra of KL and GLAS model, one find;

4	
that the low frequency (< 5 cycles/ 90 days) regime of the GLAS model has less

{
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energy than KL' s observational spectra. Pratt (1979) also finds that both

the Gi p 'L and NCAR models in middle and high latitudes have .less wave activity

than the atmosphere in the planetary- scale wave domains of 1-3 week period.

The frequency spectra of the GLAS model in tl^ie high frequency regime obviously
9

l

follow a power law as KL's analysis. The slope of the model freq? )ncy spectra

varies from -2 to -3, with one -4 at 58°S for zonal motion. In other words,

the frequency spectra of the GLAS model decrease faster with increasing

frequency than the observation.

d. Wavenumber and freeluen_cxs ectra of momentum transjorC

The general feature of the momentum transport in the wavenumber domain of

the NN in the study of KL, and liayasti and Golder (1975) is: (a) the equalori.a.l

transport at high latitudes by stationary and transient waves rf low wavenumber

regime; (b) the poleward transport in middle latitudes by the planetary-scale

stationary waves and barociinically unstable transient waves and (c) the south-
.;

ward transport at the equator by planetary -s(.ale stationary waves. The SN in

Desbois' (1975) study shows a somewhat different picture: (a) the poleward

transport in the middle latitudes is attributed to the b;aroelinically unstable

waves and (b) the equatorward transport at high latitudes is due to low -wavenumber
d

waaves; .

The wavenumber cospectra of momentum transport of the GLAS model at 200

mb for various latitudes are shown in Fig. 4a. The momentum is transported

equatorward at 58°N by wavenumber 4 and 5 of the stationary and eastward movin gb

waves, while wavenumber 3 :;f the stationary wave transports momentum northward.

The equatorward transport by wavenumber 2 of tine stationary and eastward moving

waves found by Ki, is 11ot shown in the model. The poleward transport at 38ON

is mainly accomplished by barorlinicall ,y unstable eastward moving waves and

;tcation.ary wave.nui-he r	 3 zaod Vii. Notice that the transport by baroclinio

t,
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I

+instable eastward moving waves is much larger than :he atmosphere in KL's

analysis. The pronounced transports of stationary wavenumbers 1 and 5 of

the westward moving waves are missing in the model. The poleward transport

at 184 is weak and is attributed to stationary wave one and cyclone-scale

eastward moving waves. The pronoun-eu Fouthward transport at the equator

by stationary wavenumbers 2 and 4 of °:'ie KL analysis does not exist in the

model, while the model stationary wavenumber 1 pri rides northward transport.

Comparing the momentum transport in the SH of the GI.AS model at 200 mb

with pesbois' result, we can see that the maximum transport is attributed

to the eastward moving wave 7 rather than wavenumber 5 as the observational

study shows. In addition, the equatorward transport of momentum by the

low wavenumber regime in Oesbois' analysis disappears in the model. This

transport is mainly contributed by the cyclone-scale eastward moving waves.

The frequency cospectra of momentum transport at high latitudes is mainly

performed by eastward moving waves of low frequency. In middle latitudes,

the momentuiu is mainly transported poleward by the eastward moving waves,

especially those with a period of 5, 8, and lb days, and by the westward

moving waves of low frequency. The transport is not significant at the

equator by the moving waves.

Except at the equator, the contribution to the model momentum transport

by the westward moving waves is not significant over most frequencies. At

58°N, the equatorward transport is mainly executed by the eastward moving waves,

especially with frequency 7 and 13 cycles (90 days) -1 , the eastward moving waves

of low frequency transport the momentum poleward. In the middle latitudes and

subtropics of the NH, the poleward transport of momentum is mainly carried

out by the eastward moving waves with peak values at 7 and 11 cycles (90 days)-1

-1at 38°N and 7 cycles (90 days) 	 at 18°N. The southward transport at the equator
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is uMore sil,aaificant than observv i and performed by the westward moving waves

of low frequency especially 1, 4 and t; cycles (90 days) -l . In the middle latitudes

and subtropics of the Sit, the poleward transport of momentum is mainly pro-

vided by the eastward moving; waves with frequency less than 20 cycles (90 days)-1.

The momentum transport is not significant at 50 08.

Lit the momentum transport by the stationary waves of low wave-

number and the westwards moving waves of low frequency are not simulated well

by thv GI.AS model.

e. wavenumber-frequeney s pectra of zonal and n ►eridional kinetic ener ,r

and momentum transport

it was mentioned In the introduction that two methods were employed to make

spectral analysis of atmospheric motions; the lag-correlation method and the

direct Fourier transform method. Hayashi and Golder (1977) and Pratt (1977)

use the former method. while Kao and tats colleagues (Kao and Wendell, 1970;

Wendell, 1969; Kau et al., 1970; Kao and Kuczek, 1973) use the latter method.

The general finding; of their wavenumber-frequency spectra of kinetic energy and

momentum is the following. in the middle latitudes, the preferred spectral band is

oriented from low wavenumbet; low frequency of westward moving waves to high

wavenumber and high frequency of eastward moving; waves. The wave motion of the

atmosphere in the dominant region of the spectral density is essentially of the

Rossby type. In the tropics,	 the spectral band is oriented from low wavenumber

and frequency to high wavenumber and low frequency.

Figs.. 5-7 display the frequency-wavenumber spectra of zonal motion,

meridional motion, and momentum transport at 200 ml) and various latitudes of

Ov CI,AS model. The common features of these spectra is as preferred band of

spectra that extends from a region of low wavenumber and low frequency of the

westward moving waves to a region of high wavenumber and high frequency of
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the eastward moving waves in the middle and high latitudes in both hemispheres.

The preferred band of spectra in the troptca extends from the region of low

wavenumber and frequency to a region of high wavenumber and low frequency.

Those common features of the G1.AS model spectra are similar to Kao's.

The contrast of zonal spectra in both hemispheres shows that the Northern

Hemisphere has higher wave activities. This is expected because the climate

run of present analysis is the later winter and earlier spring. The maximum

values of spectra at 38°N and 58°N occur at wavenumbers 3 and 4 with frequency

of 7 eye]es (90 days) - . Notice that wavenumbers 7 and 8 with frequency of

0 cycles (90 days) -1 at 38°S has a significant power signal which does not

appear in the Northern Hemisphere.

The meridional spectra show that the maximum spectral values area wave-

number 6 with frequency of 10 cycles (90 days) -1 at 38°N and wavenumber 8 with

frequency of 15 cycler (90 days) -1 at 38'S. In addition, the westward moving

waves at the equator have higher power than the eastward moving waves. This

is also consistent with the analysis of Kao and Kuczek (loc c.it).

The comparison between zonal and meridional spectra shows that the

maximum spectral values of the former spectra appear in the lower wavenumber

than that of the latter spectra. In addition the contrast between the spectra

in both hemispheres shows that the maximum spectral values in the NH appear in

the lower wavenumber, while they appear in the higher wavenumber in the SH.

The same situation also applies to the spectra of momentum transport.

The spectra of momentum transport ;Tow significant northward transport

at 38°N and significant southward transport at 38°S. The maximum values

of spectra exists at wavenumber 4 with a frequency of 7 cycles (90 days)-1

at 38°N and wavenumber 7 with a frequency of 15 cycles (90 days) -1 . The

interhemispheric contrast of zonal and meridional spectra also applies to

the spectra of momentum transport.
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3. Maintenance of large-kale moving .wrtves by nonlinear interactions

a. Formf,ition and comPut 4t ions

The maintenance of the moving waves by the nonlinear interactions in the

-LAS model will be analyzed in terms of the kinetic energy equations of zonal

and meridional motions and the momentum flux equation. The derivation of

these equations in the wavenumber -frequency domain can be found in Kao ( 1968).

	

'rhe classification of wavenumber - frequency domain tit 	 practical computa-

tions follow KL. Therefore, a brief description of the formulation and compu-

tations here should be sufficient.

The kinetic energy equations of zonal and meridional motions and the

momentum flux equation in the physical domain can be expressed as:

1 au
 
	-	 u2	 Du _ uv 3utan	 2

2 ^^t	 a coso^ 81	 a am 
+ a u v + fu(v-v g) + uFl	

(5)
,

NO	 (0) W)	 tu4)	 05)

1 8v_2 	uv 	 av _ v2 8v _ tangy 2	 (6)u v - fv(u-u ) + uF-,
2 at	 A C09^ RX	 a^ 3^	 a	 R	 L

(vl)	 (0)	 W)	 (vii)	 (v5)

a (vu) 	 u	 -1 (vu) - ^ __3_(vu)
	 angy
- t
	

u(u2 -v2)
^t	 a cosm at	 a a^	 a

(vul)	 (vu2)	 NO)

f[u(u-u9) - v(v-vg)) + vFl + uF2 .	 (7)

(vu4)	 (vu5)

The notations used are conventional. Let us use capital letters to designate

the Fourier coefficients of atmospheric variables, equations (5)-(7) tit

wavenumber-frequency domain can be written in the form (Kao, 1968):
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IU(k ' it) 12 _ 2r U(-k.-n) 
n G G a cosh 

jU(j.m)U(k-j.n-m)

m
(EUU)	 (Ul)

- U(-k,-n) 
tia 3I 	 )U0(j.m)V(k- j.n -m))

(112)

-U(-k.-n)i a L I )U(j.m)V(k-j.n-m))
m

M)

-U(-k,-n) nf(V(k,n) - V^(k.n))	 n U(-k,-n)G1(k.n)	 (8)

(U4)	 (U5)

IV(k, it) 12	 T V(-k,-n) 
n 7 E a cosm (JV

( J.m)U(k -j,n-m))
j 

(EVV)	 (VI)

+V(-k,-n) na ; I (V0(j.m )V(k-j,n-m))

m(V2)

+d(-k,-n) 
i nan ;I 	

(U(j,m)U (k-j,n-m))

(V3)

',V(-k, -n) n 
f(U (k,n) - Ug(k , n))- n V(-k, -n)G2(k .n) , (9)

(V4)	 M)
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E (k, n)
	

2na corm n E E JU(k-),n-m)[U(19m)V(-k,-n) + V(j,m)U(-k,-n)]j 
(Vul)

+ n E E V(k-j,n-m)[U4(J,n)V(-k,-n) + V^(J,m)U(-k,-n))

(VU2)

+	 tan# E E U(J,m)[U(-k,-n)U(k -j,n-m) - V(-k,-n)V(k -J,n-m))

i m	 (VU3)

+ 2nn (U(-k,-n)[U(k,n) - U g(k,n)) - V(-k,-n(V(k,n) - Vg (k,n)j)	 F

(VU4)

+ 2nn U(-k,-n)G2(k,n) - V(-k,-n)G1(k,n) 	 (10)

(VU5)

The left-handed side of (8) to (10) is respectively kinetic energy of

zonal and meridional velocity, and momentum flux of moving waves with

wavenumber k and frequency n. For convenience of future discussion, particular

notatiuns are designated to every term on the right-hand Bide of these equa-

tion;.;. ( )1 and ( )2 represent the longitudinal and latitudinal convergence

of either energy or momentum flux respectively by nonlinear interactions.

( )3 is sphericity effect and ( )4 + ( )5 is a combination of the ageostrophic

f
effect, friction and computational errors. This combining effect can be

determined by the residual method.

i
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	 Every nonlinear interaction term on the right-hand side of (8) to (10)

has a double summation which involves wavenumber and frequency. Following

Kao's analysis, the range of wavenumber and frequency in the computation of

this study covers - . 20 < i t 20 and -90 < m ,. 90. Since a great number of pos-

Bible interactions is Involved in these computations, Kao's classification

of the wavenumber-frequency space into some particular domains is also adopted

for the purpose of analysis. Tables 1 and 2 show the classifications of

wavenumber and frequency, respectively.

Notice that the classification shown in Tables 1 and 2 can provide 28

domains and 406 possible interactions. A combination of a wavenumber and

frequency classification represent a domain, for example, (ks , a t) designates

the domain of long waves moving eastward with low frequency. The interac-

tions are specified by placing the wavenumber-frequency domains side by side,

e.g. (k a , nm)(k 
Ill .

b. Maintenance of spectral energy of moving waves by nonlinear interactions

Wendell (1969) and sequential studies of Kao and collaborators have

shown that the sum of the spectral energy of six wavenumber-frequency categories

shown in Table 3 can explain most of the kinetic energy associated with moving

waves. In order to examine how the spectral kinetic energy of model moving

waves is maintained through the nonlinear interactions, only these six categories

of moving waves will be analyzed using equations (8) and (9). The contributions

of various interactions for various latitudes at 200 mb of the GLAS model are

shown in Table 3.

It is of interest to point out that EW and EVV of long waves

shown in Table 3 possess more spectral energy in the Northern Hemisphere,

while medium waves have more spectral energy in the Southern Hemisphere. "he
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longitudinal convergences of kinetic energy fly

modal globe supply kinetic energy to eastward moving waves, but extract

kinetic energy from the westward moving waves. The function of U1 and V1

at the equator at 200 mb of the GLAS model is opposite to that of Ws obaerva-

tional analysis at 500 mb where U1 and V1 extract kinetic energy from eastward

moving waves and supply to westward moving waves. The disappearance of the

easterly flow in the model equatorial area shown in Section 2b may cause the

reversal of longitudinal convergence of kinetic energy flux at 200 mb of the

CI.AS model. It is also of interest to point out that Ui and VI of long

waves are very significant in the NH, but those of medium waves are generally

significant in the SH. This feature is consistent with the latitudi«dl

distributl.on of EUU and EVV.

The latitudinal convergence of kinetic energy flux, U2 and V2, is gener-

ally smaller than U1 and V1. especially the contrast between V1 and V2.

Furthermore, U2 and V2 are not exactly of opposite sign to U1 and Vl as KL

found at the 500 mb analysis. In fact, the signs of U2 and V2 are randomly

distributed to some extent. The sphericity effect, U3 and V3, is generally

very small and is essentially zero near the equator.

The residual term, (U4 + 115) and (V4 + V5), which is a combination of the

ageostrophic effect, friction. anal computational error, is the same order of

magnitude as U1 and Vl. However, (U4 + U5) and (V4 + V5) have the opposite

function to maintain the spectral energy of moving waves as compared with Ul

and V1. In other words. (U4 + U5) and (V4 + V5) supply kinetic energy

to westward moving waves and extract kinetic energy from eastward moving waves



r
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1

over the whole model globe. except for the eastward moving waves with medium

frequency at some latitudes. Notice that the function of (U4 + US) and

(V4 + VS) is also opposite to Ws finding at the equator where KL found

that (U4 + US) and (V4 + V5) supply kinetic energy to both eastward and

westward moving waves.

Based upon their analysis for the linear and nonlinear interactions in

spectral kinetic energy equations. KL proposed a scheme Or the maintenance of

spectral energy of moving waves in the westerly regime of the middle latitudes.

shown in Fig. hi. and in the easterly regime of the tropics. Although U2 and V2

of the GLAS model at 200 mb do not show such a regularity as KL found in their

analysis, Ws scheme for the maintenance of spectral energy of moving waves

in the westerly regime is in general appli4;acAe to the moving waves of the

GLAS model at 200 mb.

It is also of interest to point out that our further examination on the

contributions of various interactions to the spectral energy of moving waves

reveals that the primary nonlinear interactione (not shown) is due to those

involving the mean zonal flow with the long and medium waves of low and inter-

mediate freq uency. Our analysis in Section 2b shows that the model stationary

waves are weak. KL found that the stationary waves play an important role in

the nonlinear interactions. However, the present study shows Lhat the role

played by the model stationar y waves is not vital.

c. Maiatenanc,, 4 sL)t-,tral momentum transport flux of moving waves by

nonlinear interactions

Equation (9) is used to examine how the spectral momentum transport flux

of moving waves is maintained through nonlinear interactions for various

wavenumber-frequency domains and various latitudes. The resultant values of
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various interactions for the six wavenumber-frequency categories described in

Section Sb are displayed in Table 8.

The spectral flux of momentum in various wavenumber-frequency domains

shown in Table 8 directs toward north at 38'11, 184 and 58'S, but toward

south at 58'14, 2'N. 1.8'S and 38'S. The exception occurs to the low-frequency

westward moving waves of long wavelength at 384 where these waves present

the southward Iran.+port of momentum flux.

The longitudinal convergence of momentum transport, VUl, is still gener-

ally the dominant process, and its function on the momentum transport is more

cGmpltc.ated than its counterpart of the zonal and meridional kinetic energy

discussed in Section 3b. At 38'11 (midlatitude) and 18'N (subtropics) VUl

provides the northward transport of momentum to the eastward moving waves, but

extract it from the westward moving wave,. However, the reversed process occurs

at '38'S and 18'S, except (ks , +n v ) at 38 6S and (ks , +n ) at 18 0 S. At the
v

Oqurltor, VUl is generall y small, but provides northward transport of momentum

to both the westward and eastward moving waves. At high latitudes of the

SH (58 0 S), VUl behaves in a similar way as its counterpart at the equator.

However, VUI at 58'N acts randomly as far as the direction of momentum

transport is concerned.

The contribution of latitudinal convergence of momentum transport, VU2,.

Is generally smaller than VU1, and is random. In some wavenumber-frequency

categories at high latitudesi (58°N) and low latitudes (2°N and 18°N), VU2

becomes more significant than VUl. The effect of sphericity, VU3, is gener-

ally small and almost zero at 2'N. The residual term which involves the com-

bination of the ageostrophic effect, frictional and computational errors,

has the comparative magnitude with respect to VUl and has an opposite sign

except the wave categories belong to intermediate frequency domain.
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Following their scheme for maintaining the spectral energy of the

moving waves by nonlinear interactions, ageostrophic effect, and friction, Ki,

propose a similar scheme to show how the spectral momentum flux of the

moving wave is maintained by various processes. lit KL's scheme at 40°N,
i

VU1 + VU3 supply northward spectral momentum flux to the eastward moving

waves, while VU2 + (VU4 + VU5) extract northward spectral momentum flux from

eastward moving waves. As for the westward moving waves, the functions of

VU1 + VU3 and VU2 + (VU4 + VU5) are reversed. At the equator, VUl + VU2

ext-tet northward spectral momentum flux from both the eastward and westward

moving waves, while (VU4 + VU5) supply northward spectral momentum transport

to both the eastward and westward moving waves. The comparison between Table 8

and KL's result shows that We scheme may not be applied to the GLAS model

"onip l of el V, Q4 ;pev CA 1 1 4 at t ho C gUat or where' the v.istt'1' 1 I (`;, k10 not ` 11t)w it, t 1w

CLAS model. At 38°N and 18°14 of the GLAS model, we move VU3 to the group

VU2 + (VU4 + VU5) and obtain the top diagram in Fig. 8. That is, VU1 supplies

northward spectral momentum flux to the eastward moving waves, while VU2 +

VU3 + (VU4 + V115) extract northward spectral momentum flux from the eastward

moving waves. The effect of VU1 and VU2 + VU3 + (VU4 + VU5) on the westward

moving waves are opposite to that ot, the eastward moving waves. This scheme

is reversed at 38 0 S and 18°S. It is because the eddy transport of westerly

momentum is south-poleward. At the equator of the GLAS model, VU2 generally

is larger than VU1 and is not so regular in sign. This does not show in KL's

observational analysis. In order to compare with KL's study, we also modify

KL's scheme at the equator by moving VU2 to (VU4 + VU5). The maintenance of

spectral momentum flux at the equator of the GLAS model is opposite to KL's

scheme in sign. In other, words, VU1 supplies northward spectral momentum
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transport to both eastward and wesofard roving waves, while VU2 + (VU4 + VU5)

extract northward spectral momentum transport from both eastward and westward

moving waves.

it should be also pointed out that the detailed analysis of the contri-

butl.ons from various interactions to the spectral momentum transport (not

shown) are those between the mean zonal flow and the long and medium waves with

low and interL.A;diate frequency. Again, the stationary waves do not play any

significant role in nonlinear interactions.

4. tiumma r_y

The space-time Fourier spectral analysis and the equations of kinetic

energy and momentum transport in the wavenumber -frequency domain proposed by

Kao (1968) and modified by Kao and Lee ( 1977) using Tukey's numerical spectral

analysis are employed to analyze the 200-mb wind fields of a 4-month climate

experiment of the GLAS atmo spheric circulation model. This climate run covers

the period from January 1 to April 30, 1975. This study analyzed a 90-day

(.lanuary 15-April 14, 1975) wind field of this climate run. Comparison

between the present study and observation, mainly Kao and Lee's study, leads

to the following conclusions.

1. The 200-mb latitudinal distributions of model mean zonal wind, zonal and

meridional kinetic energy and momentum transport of eddies agree fairly

well with observations. Howevet, some difficiencies of this climate run

are revealed: equatorial easterlies disappear, and zonal kinetic energy

and momentum transport of stationary waves are too small in the model

Northern Hemisphere (NH).

2. The general features of wavenumber spectra of the model zonal and

meridional kinetic energy for moving waves are consistent with observa-

AJ
	

tion. The model zonal kinetic energy in wavenumber one of stationary
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wave is too small in the NN subtropics and equator. Furthermore, the

zonal kir;etic energy of the model eastward moving waves in low wave-

number regime is larger in NN and smaller in Sit 	 observation. The

meridional kinetic energy spectra of both hemispheres have small, ^r

%clues in low wavenumber regime and larger values in intermediate wave-

number regime than observation.

S.	 The frequency spectra of zonal and meridional kinetic energy of eastward

moving waves show a band 15 ti 20 cycles (90 days)-lj of large v alues in

middle and high latitudes and peaks at 7 cycles (90 days ) -1 ti 12 .9 days.

In addition, the frequency spectra have a slope of -2 % -3 in a high

frequency regime, rather than -1 as Kao finds.

4. The model momentum transport in the wavenumber domain is mainly performed

by the eastward moving and stationary waves of intermediate wavenumber in

middle and high latitudes of the NN and only by the eastward moving, waves of

intermediate wavenumbers in middle and high latitudes of the Sit. The south-

ward momentum transport at the equator is due to the eastward moving

waves of intermediate wavenumber. The momentum transport by the sta-

tionary waves of low wavenumber is too weak in the model. In the fre-

quency domain, the momentum transport is principaly carried by the east-

ward moving waves of 5 ti 20 cycles (90 days) -1 in both hemispheres, and

1 ti 20 cycles (90 days) at 24. The momentum transport by the low-

frequency waves is not significant in the model as found in observation.

5. The model wavenumber -frequency spectra of zonal and meridional motion and

momentum transport have a preferred band which is oriented from low wave-

number and low frequency of the westward moving waves to high wavenumber

and high frequency of eastward moving waves in middle and high latitudes.

f
kK
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The preferred band of spectra in the tropics extends from low wavenumber

and low frequency to high wavenumber and low frequency. Furthermore,

maximum spectral value of zonal motion appears in lower wavenumber than

that of meridi.onal motion. These features nt mudel wavenumber frequency

spectra are consistent with the spectral studies of Kao, Hayashi and Pratt.

Another interesting feature of model spectra is that the maximum spectral

value in Nit occurs in lower wavenumber than iit SH.

6. 'Cite mean westerlies exist over the whole model globe at 200 mb in this

climate experiment. The nonlinear interactions by the levigitudinal

convergence of kinetic energy flux (U1 and V1) and a combination of

ageostrophic effect and dissipation (134 + U5) and (V4 + V5) are dominant

and comparable. Ul. and V1 provides kinetic energy to the eastward

moving waves, but extract kinetic energy from the westward moving waves.

(04 + U5) and (V4 + V5) function oppositely as Ul and V1 do. The primary

interactions of kinetic energy in wavenumber -frequency domain are largely

through the interactions between mean zonal flow and the long and

medium waves of low and medium frequencies. The significant role played

by the stationary waves shown in Kao and Lee's does not appear in the

model.

7. The maintenance of momentum transport spectra by linear and non--linear

processes in the NH is similar to that of kinetic energy spectra. However,

the functions of longitudinal convergence of momentum transport flux

(VUl) and a combination of ageostrophic effect and dissipation (VU4 +

VU5) in SH is opposite to those in NH. At the equator, VUl supplies

meridional flux of westerly momentum to both the eastward and westward
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moving waves, but NUG + VU5 extracts from both moving waves. 	 This

scheme is opposite to Kao and Lee's in direction.	 Tfe primary inter-

actions of meridional flux of westerly momentum is similar to those

of kinetic energy.
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Fi ur4 Captions

Fig. 1. Latitudinal distribution of zonal mean velocity, kinetic energy of

zonal and meridional velocities of stationary and transient waves,

merldional transport of westerly momentum at 200 mb. (a) GLAS model

and (b) observation from various sources. The observations north of

20°S come from KL, while south of 15'S are from SOLF study in which

zonal mean velocity and kinetic energy are drawn from Morel and

Vesbois (1974), and momentum transport from 'Webster and Curtain

(1974). The solid line denotes transient waves, while the dashed

line represents stationary waves.

Fig. 2. Wavenumber spectra of (a) zonal and (b) meridional kinetic energy

of the GLAS model at 200 mb and various latitudes.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, except for frequency spectra.

Fig. 4. (a) Wavenumber cc-.^nectra of momentum transport associated with

stationary and moving waves of the GLAS model at 200 mb and various

latitudes. (b) Same as (a) except for frequency co-spectra.

Fig. 5. Wavenumber-frequency spectra of zonal motion at 200 mb of the CLAS

model.

i
	 Fig. 6. Wavenumber-frequency spectra of meridional motion at 200 mb of the

CLIPS model.

Fig. 7. Wavenumber-frequency co-spectra of momentum transport at 200 mb of

r	 the CLAS model.

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram for maintenance of spectral energy of moving waves

at 200 mb of the GUS model.

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram for maintenance of spectral momentum transport

^•
	

flux of moving waves at 200 mb of the GLAS model.



Table L. WaVlnUmber Classifica«vn

Wavenumber	 Classification	 Symbol
k

0	 zonally averaged flow 	 0

	

1-5	 long waves (small wavenumber) 	 k 

	

6-9	 medium waves	 km

	

10-20	 short waves (large wavenumber) 	 k 

Table 2. Frequency Classification

Frequency n Period Classification Direction of Symbol
(cycles per 90 days) (days) (frequency) wave motion

-90 to -31 1-3 high west to east +nh

-30 to -11 3-9 medium west to east +%

-10 to	 -1 9-90 low west to east +ni

0 zero stationary 0

1 to 10 9-90 low east to west -ni

11 to 30 3-9 medium east to west -nm

31 to 90 1-3 high east to west -%



a

Table 3. Linear and nonlinar contributions to energy spectra in variuus warenumbet-frquency donsins at
various latitudes at 200 ab.

ruu	 - ui + u2 +	 u3 ♦ (u4+u5) LW	 • V1 + V2 + V3 + 04+95)

WON 15.25. 104.67 + 15.56 -	 3.11 - 101.61 20.55 • 143.% - 4.26 - 16.50 - 94.03
WON 45.63. 345.70 - 61.67 - 9.09 - 228.98 8.60 • 201.85 + 4.18 - 8.60 - 180.83
I8•N 18.23 . 40.99 10.64 + 0.20 -	 33.38 4.29 • 15.86 - 0.20 + 3.13 + 14.00

(k o" ) 2 eN 11.67 . 5.79 + 14.33 + 0.01 -	 6.47 0.90 • 1.07 + 0.43 + 0.01 + 0.61
i lees 20.76 . 46.14 + 90.72 + 0.19 - 116.69 2.91 • 12.22 - 1.36 + 0.71 - e.6d

38 • F 37.97 . 243.63 + 40.24 + 1.72 - 247.05 !'.36 • 132.73 + 6.66 + 3.09 - 133.12
58 03 16.39 . 90.82 + 20.54 - 3.58 -	 89.18 5.28 • 32.19 - 3.95 - 7.86 - 15.(tl

WON 16.33 . -68.76 + 1.26 + 2.26 +	 81.77 5.32 -49.06 + 9.66 + 3.04 + 41.66
M o m 11.20 . -113.16 - 2.86 + 8.29 + 118.43 9.19 • -257.42 + 6.48 + 14.80 + 245.33
loom 9.14 . -20.82 + 12.15 - 0.35 +	 18.11 1.67 • -13.00 + 0.51 - 1.40 + 15.56

(ks ,-n t) 24 7.62 . -25.47 + 0.68 + 0.01 +	 12.20 1.75 • -1.42 - 6.02 + 0.03 + 3.16
1808 8.44 . -12.00 - 15.79 - 0.27 +	 36.30 3.08 • -1.98 + 0.13 + 0.03 + 5.02
38oS 7.75 . -60.11 - 37.90 + 2.57 + 103.19 2.64 - -52.73 + 2.83 + 3.67 + 48.87
Se e s 8.57 . -20.85 - 3.14 - 1.68 +	 34.24 7.95 • -8.80 + 0.59 - 5.55 + 21.71

WON
13.66 . 25.94 + 2.00 - 2.79 -	 11.49 12.66 - 32.51 + 1.10 - 4.93 - 16.02

M o m 21.18 . 46.64 + 6.48 - 1.26 -	 12.68 6.72 • 18.02 + 0.11 - 2.02 - 9.39
18eN 11,00 • 6.97 - 4.04 - 0.03 +	 8.04 1.40 • 0.94 + 0.05 4 0.13 + 0.27

(ks,M-) 20N 4.48 . 1.02 - 1.87 - 0.00 +	 5.33 1.05 - 0.02 - 0.02 + 0.00 + 1.50
1608 8.31 . 3.57 + 1.65 - 0.03 +	 3.11 0.75 • 0.30 + 0.06 + 0.08 + 0.31
38. 8 12.26 . 24.71 - 1.48 + 0.06 -	 11.03 2.74 • 5.66 0.15 + 0.14 - 2.77
se es 9.02 . 6.04 + 1.41 + 0.01 +	 1.56 1.43 - 2.67 + 0.26 - 0.53 - 0.97

So-N 2.50 • 29.10 - 2.10 - 0.45 -	 24.05 5.52 • 38.30 - 1.11 - 2.56 - 29.11
)SON 4.24 • 61.98 • 12.76 - 5.83 -	 39.16 11.20 n 132.92 - 1.14 - 12.13 - 106.45
lo om 4.61 • 19.06 + 9.83 + 0.14 -	 24.24 4.23 • 31.00 4 0.58 + 0.30 - 27.65

(k§946 1) 2oN 4.49 . 5.33 + 1.84 - 0.00 -	 2.88 1.06 - 2.36 - 0.43 - 0.01 - 0.86
le es 6.36 • 31.79 - 9.91 - 0.41 -	 15.11 6.53 • 83.40 + 3.67 - 0.57 - 49.97
38oS 4.97 - 67.95 + 14.27 - 7.91 -	 69.34 25.52 . 162.32 + 7.73 - 15.89 -148.64
5808 3.13 • 20.00 - 1.06 - 1.05 -	 14.76 4.67 . 19.71 - 0.16 - 2.46 - 12.42

S8-N 0.64 • -8.71 - 4.91 - 0.43 +	 14.69 1.38 • -13.45 + 0.35 - 0.41 + 14.89
SOON 1.02 - -79.01 - 5.03 + 2.61 +	 39.20 0.87 • -45.67 + 3.28 + 4.85 + 38.41
18 0N 2.83 - -9.25 +10.47 - 0.14 +	 1.75 0.97	 - -28.69 - 1.71 - 0.42 + 32.78

(k ,-n ) 2-N 3.00 • -3.55 + 2.59 + 0.00 +	 3.96 1.92	 - -2.12 - 0.69 - 0.02 + 4.75
le e$ 3.40 • -12.96 + 8.80 + 0.63 +	 7.01 3.92 - -21.17 - 2.24 + 1.12 + 26.21
3805 13.89 • -27.90 + 9.65 + 2.33 +	 29.81 0.74	 - -33.65 + 3.22 + 4.43 + 16.94
5808 1.37 • -5.82 + 2.12 + 0.07 +	 5.20 0.88	 - 8.30 + 0.53 + 0.79 + 7.86

WON 5.33 - 17.79 - 1.04 - 1.33 -	 12.75 15.42	 . 39.20 + 0.88 - 2.90 - 21.76
SOON 8.56 • 41.13 - 0.48 - 2.84 -	 29.25 18.02	 • 121.33 - 0.12 - 6.43 - %.96
loom 6.25 • 7.90 - 3.10 + 0.10 +	 1.35 5.14	 - 5.86 - 0.00 + 0.09 - 0.81

(k	 9 111	 ) 2oN 2.39 • 1.22 - 0.11 - 0.00 +	 1.28 1.15	 . 0.87 - 0.02 - 0.00 + 0.30
n	• 1C•S 9.28 • 6.9$ + 0.13 + 0.09 +	 2.08 7.10	 • 6.76 + 0,30 + 0.15 - 0.11

3005 12.91	 - 61.08 + 3.25 - 5.85 -	 45.57 64.70 • 192.48 - 0.35 - 11.04 - 116.39
5803 7.63 - 16.01 ., 0.49 - 0.91 -	 6.90 3.43	 • 8.92 - 0.11 - 1.63 + 1.74



Tabte4 . linear and nonlinear contributions to northward momentum
transport spectra in various wavenumber-frequency domains
at various latitudes at 200 mb.

8VU	 VU1	 + VU2 + VU3 + (VU4 + VU5)

58°N -1.99 - 30.55 + 65.08 - 2.53 - 94.76
38°N 19.25 ' 184.04 - 2.35 - 1.67 - 110.77
18°N 8.19 - 30.25 - 2.67 - 0.82 - 18.57

(ka ,+n t ) 2'N -1.54 - 3.81 + 6.42 + 0.04 - 11.81
18 6 S -3.24 - -9.09 + 12.22 + 2.11 - 8.98
38°S -10.75 - -100.28 - 16.21 + 0.47 + 105.217
58°S 6.55 - 51.90 - 0.05 + 3.61 `" 48.91

58°N -1.32 - -24.89 - 16.84 + 1.62 + 38.79
38°N -0.71 = 80.48 - 7.15 + 12.12 - 86.16
18"N 1.60 - -9.50 - 8.95 - 0.92 + 20.97

(ka ,-n i ) 2°N -1.67 - 2.32 + 8.73 - 0.00 - 12.72
18 0 S -0.76 - 2.24 - 27.55 - 0.23 + 24.78
38 0 S -0.01 - -13.08 - 8.1.1 + 2.31 + 18.87
58 0 S 1.19 - 2.05 + 11.61 - 0.34 - 12.13

58 °N -6.99 - -15.07 + 4.11 - 2.58 + 6.55
38°N 27.51 - 27.16 + 0.26 - 1.44 + 1.53
18°N 7.37 - 0.34 + 1.03 + 0.02 + 5.92

(ka .+nm) 2 0N -1.64 - 0.14 - 0.58 + 0.00 - 1.20
18 0 S -4.13 - -0.86 + 0.14 + 0.01 - 3.47
38 0 S -15.20 - -13.52 - 0.02 + 0.31 - 1.97
58 0 S 7.65 - 0.96 + 1.09 - 0.18 + 5.78

58°N -7.34	 - 1.85 + 9.44	 - 0.08	 - 18.55
38°N 29.10	 - 30.81 + 16.11	 - 6.27	 - 11.55
18°N 10.27	 - 17.35 + 1.77	 + 0.36	 - ().21

(k ,+n )	 26N -2.03	 - -1.49 - 1.25	 - 0.01	 '+` 0.72
m	

18 0S -6.10	 - -1.92 + 6.36	 - 0.09	 + 4.45
38 0 S -18.40	 - -29.20 + 3.58	 - 7.69	 + 15.41
58 0 S 10.89	 - 16.44 - 4.02	 - 0.48	 - 1.05

58°N -7.47 - 7.95 + 6.15 - 0.75 - 20.82
38°N 29.48 - -33.61 + 29.48 + 1.84 + 31.77
18°N 11.42 - -7.70 + 16.27 + 0.09 + 2.76

(k	 ,-n )	 20N -2.79 - 1.44 - 2.14 + 0.00 - 2.09
m	

180S -6.04 - -9.22 - 9.88 + 0.11 + 12.95
p	 3805 -18.56 - 5.79 + 15.58 + 2.61 - 42.54

58 0 S 12.22 - -4.61 + 0.45 - 0.12 + 16.50

58°N -11.33 - -9.06 + 1.26 - 1.22 - 2.31
38°N 37.89 - 37.86 - 2.53 - 2.78 + 5.34
18°N 12.10 - 0.26 + 0.99 + 0.27 + 10.58

!.	 (km,+non)	 2 0N -2.77 = 0.15 + 0.57 - 0.00 - 3.03
18 0 S -8.12 - -2.26 - 2.97 + 0.15 - 3.04
38 0 S -27.52 - -32.02 + 9.39 - 5.25 + 0.36
58°S 14.30 - 5.65 + 0.28 - 0.90 + 9.27
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Abstract

Two experiments were performed previously by Shukla and Rangaru (1979)

to test the response of the general circulation model of the Coddard laboratory

for Atmospheric Sciences to a North Pacific: sea surface temperature anomaly:

(1) control run in which the climatological mean SST was used and (2) anomaly

run in which an invarient Pacific SST anomaly of 1976-1977 winter was imposed

on the control run. It is found that the ridges and troughs appearing in

control run are amplified and become stationary in anomaly run. The purpose

of this study is to examine the effect of SST anomaly on the long waves in

terms of spectral analysis.

The spectrally filtered Hovmbl.ler diagrams show that - •avenumber 2 and 3

in the anomaly run become stationary around the climatological locations of

observational study when the persistent blocking ridges were generated in this

experiment. The constructive interference of wavenumber 2 and 3 in the anomaly

run forms two persistent blocking ridges: one in the westt, coast of North

America and the other in western Europe.

Spectral energetics analysis of the anomaly run during the appearance

of persistent blocking ridges shows that A 2 and A3 , available potential energy

of wavenumber 2 and 3, are supplied by the conversion from zonal available

potential energy. K2 and K3 , kinetic energy of these two waves are maintained

in different processes. K2 is provided by C(A 2 . K2 ), c:,,nversion from A 2 to

K2 , while K3 is mainly furnished by -C(K 30 KZ ), conversion from K 3 to KZ,

zonal kinetic energy. In other words, K2 is supported by baroclinic energy

conversion and K 3 is essentially supplied by barotropic energy conversion.
4
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The atmospheric circulation conditions in January 1963 and 1976-1.977

winter were similar to that in the anomaly run during the existence of per-

sistent blocking ridge. The spectral energetics of these two periods of

time are used to compare that of the anomaly run. It is concluded that the

necessary condition to have blocking ridges formed is the constructive Inter-

ference of stationary long waves. The other condition for the formation of

blocking ridges is how these long waves are amplified and maintained. The

spectral energetics of blocking ridges shows that the amplification and

maintenance of stationary long waves can be due to various physical processes.
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I. Introduction

The ocean has long been known as an important energy reservoir to the

overlying atmospheric circulation which would be modified through the release

of thermal energy (sensible and latent heat) from the ocean. Therefore, it

is inferred that the appearance of the sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly

may alter the atmospheric circulation pattern and generate anomalous weather.

The observational studies in the past decades provided evidences of the large-

scale feedback interaction between the atmosphere and ocean.

BJerknes (1966, 1969) showed that the SST anof,aly over the tropical

Pacific Ocean could cause the change of intensity of trade wind and Hadley

circulation, and, in turn, might cause the anomalous atmospheric circulation

in middle latitudes. Recently, Namias (1978) indicated that the anomalous

west-east SST gradients over the Pacific Ocean enhanced atmospheric baro-

clinicity and also increased the upper level southerly flow. This anomalous'

southerly flow was not only to affect the local circulation pattern, but also

the downstream circulation which might in turn affect the weather of North

America. Ratcliffe and Murray (1970) also found a feedback relationship

between the Atlantic and western Europe. The appearance of negative SST

anomaly over a wide area south of Newfoundland is associated with blocked

atmospheric patterns the following month over northern and western Europe,

while a positive SST anomaly in the same general area favor more progressive

synoptic types.

The observational studies described above indicates that SST anomalies

may influence vitally the climate dynamics and long-term forecast. To

examine how the large-scale air-sea interaction affects the atmospheric circu-

lation, one has to study the ocean-atmosphere system as an entity. Since the

- 1*
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whole atmosphere-ocean system is too complicated, the general circulation

model (GCM) has been used in the past decade as a quantitative tool to investi-

gate the large-scale air-sea interaction. Moreover, Namias (1970) has noted

that the SST anomalies, once formed, may persist for a long period of time,

despite iterations with the overlying atmosphere. Therefore, the effects of

the persistent SST anomalies on the atmospheric circulation are examined by

inserting SST anomalies over the sea surface of a noninteractive model.

Rowntree (1972) used the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 9-layer

hemispheric model to test the effect of the warm anomaly in the tropical east

Pacific Ocean. The hypothesis proposed by A ,)erknes (1966) was confirmed by

Rowntree's numerical experiment. The Goddard Institute for Space Study

version of the 2-layer Mintz-Arakawa model and multilevel version (Somerville

of al., 1974) were employed by Spar (1973a, b) and Sear and Atlas (1975) to

test the effect of SST and SST anomalies on the long-term forecast. No signifi-

cant impact has been found in their numerical experiments.

The 5°-mash version of the national Center, for Atmospheric Research

atmospheric model has been used for a series of tests of the model response to

SST anomalies. Houghton et a1. (1974) tested the SST anomalies over the north

Atlantic Ocean on the simulated climate. They found that the warm anomaly

case showed good agreement with Ratcliff and Murray's result. Chervin et

al. (1976) imposed the dipolar SST anomalies on the Pacific. Their statistic

analysis of 1.5 km temperature did not show downstream teleconnections

between North Pacific SST anomalies and atmospheric temperature over the North

American continent with high statistic significance. Kutzbach et a1. (1977)

made more extensive analysis for the experiments performed by Chervin et al.

(1976) anti also tested the effect of longitudinal location of SST anomalies.
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a

In addition to the response of local circulation, wavelike perturbations also

extended downstream from the region of SST anomalies. Chervin et al. (1980)

made more experiments with various SST anomalies. Their experiment,,; showed

that the midlatitude anomaly response involved near downstream wavelike

changes and the su'r.iropic anomaly response was more confined to the vicinity

of the SST anomaly.

The observational study by Namias (1978) to examine the effect of the

Pacific on the anomalous circulation pattern in 1976-77 winter indicated that

the anomalous west-east SST gradients over the north Pacific_ was one of the

major factors to cause a persistent open blocking ridge .located in the west

coast of North America. Following Namias' findings, two numerical experiments

were performed to test the response of the Goddard I.aboratory for Atmospheric

Sciences (GLAS) atmospheric model to the SST anomalies over tine north Pacific

in the 1976-77 winter (Shukla and Bangaru, 1979). These two experiments are

one using the climatological mean SST and the other imposed invariant SST

anomaly of 1976-77 winter, in addition to the climatological mean SST. The

pronounced model response to the SST anomaly is shown in the amplification

of large-scale waves. The most remarkable aspect is the appearance of two

persistent open blocking ridges located in the west coast of North America

and western Europe. In order to understand how these two persistent blocking

ridgez are formed and maintained, our major effort in the present study is

aimed at examining the alternation of the long-wave behavior due to SST

anomalies and the spectral energetics of these long waves.

A brief description o! the GLAS model and numerical experiments is pro-

vided in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the synoptic and spectral analysis

of the experiments and the formation of persistent blocking ridges. SeeLion 4
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presents the spectral energetics how the long waves which form the blocking

ridges are maintained. A comparison of the model simulation to the observa-

tional analysis of the long waves and their spectral energetics is made in

Section 5. Section 6 offers the summary and discussion.

2. Description of the GLAS general circulation model and experimental design

Model

The general circulation model used in this study is the second-order

version of the Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences (GLAS). This

GCM was originally developed at Goddard Institute for Space Study (GISS) by

Somerville et al. (1974) for a winter season simulation. A summer simulation

with essentially the same GCM was carried out by Stone et al. (1977). The

modal was recently modified by Halem et al. (1978) at the GLAS in the model's

longwave radiation parameterization, the surface boundary processes, and some

numerical treatment of the time differential approximation.

The model is a global primitive-equation model which is developed in

the sigma vertical coordinate system (Phillips, 1957) with nine levels

between the surface and the top at 10 mb. Horizontal grid spacing is 40

Latitude and 5° longitude. A variable horizontal grid with coarser spacing

near the pole is introduced. In addition, the time-altering space-uncentered

difference szheme of Arakawa (1972) was removed and a high order two-grid

point filter developed by Shapiro (1970) was applied there. The time step is

10 minutes in the model integration.

The model also includes a detailed parameterization of no explicit sub-

grid scale processes. The condensation and cloud are generated by two different

mechanisms: large-scale supersaturation and parameterized subscale moist

convection. Short--wave radiation is calculated by a parameterization based

c,
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on detailed radiative calculations, including multiple scattering. Long wa%e

radiation fluxes are calculated using a new scheme developed by Wu (1980).

These long- and short-wave radiation transfers were calculated at 5-hour

intervals. The ground temperature are evaluated from the net heating and

cooling at the surface by radiation, sensible heat and latent heat fluxes.

The geographic distribution of the continent, topography, albedo, and ice and

snow cover are specified. The soil moisture is predicted as treated in the

UCLA model (Cates, 1972). Sea surface temperatures adopt the monthly mean

observed values provided by the NCAR (Washington and Thiel, 1970). 'These

temperatures were updated daily by a linear interpolation between the midpoints

of two consecutive months.

The verification of the GLAS atmospheric model simulation of winter rand

summer seasons can be found in Halem et al. (1978).

Numerical Experiments

In the winter of 1976-77, the severe weather occurred over North

America, extreme cold dominated the eastern part of the United States and

record drought affected the far west. In addition, abnormal warmth occurred

over Alaska and much of the Canadian Arctic. Namias (1978) examined the

possible factors to cause this severe winter weather. fie found that the SST

in the north Pacific was characterized by abnormally cold temperatures in its

central and western parts with a warm pool off the west coast of the United

States shown in Figure 1. In addition, the anomalous changes in SST are in

phase with the normal month-to-month changes. In other words, the normal

SST gradient between 16u',.1 140°W was greatly strengthened in this winter.

The enhanced west-east SST gradient over the Pacific increased baroclinicity

in the overlying atmosphere and also increased the upper level southly east
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of 140°W. This flow helped s teer storms northward to Alaska and produced a	 !1
ra

meridionally extensive ridge over the west coast of North America, and a

trough in the east. Therefore, Namias suggested that the North Pacific SST

anomalies might have been one of the multiple causes of the abnormally cold

temperatures in eastern North America during the winter of 1976-77.

4

A numerical experiment with the GLAS general circulation model was carried

out to test Namias' hypothesis (Shukla and Bangaru, 1979). The experiments

were performed by firstly integrating the GLAS model for 45 days with the

climatological mean SST (Washington and Thiel, 1970) and the observed initial

conditions for January 1, 1975. This integration is referred to as the

control run. `Ihe climatological SST field was then changed by adding a time

invariant anomaly field and therefore, although the climatological SST varied

with season, the imposed anomaly field remained constant with time. The

distr.ihw.ion of the imposed SST anomalies is shown in Figure 1. Notice that

the numerical values used in the experiments were exaggerated by considering

them in °G rather than °F shown in Namias' study (1976). The model was inte-

grated again for 45 days and will be referred to as the anomaly run. Since

this is not a coupled ocean-atmosphere model, SST anomalies were assumed to

persist for the whole period of integration. This assumption is ,justified by

the observed fact that SST anomalies do persist for a period of several months

(Namias, 1970). The purpose of this numerical experiment is not to simulate

the actual events of the 1976-77 winter but to examine the effects of similar

SST anomalies on the model atmosphere. It should be noted that the atmospheric

conditions in the control run correspond to the winter of 1975.

11r1f
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3. Synaptic and spectral analysis

Synoptics

The comparison of the synoptics between the control and anomaly runs will

provide the first. glance of the response of the model atmosphere to the SST
f

anomalies shown in Figure 1. The examination of model daily charts (not shown)

of both runs reveals that a two ridge-trough system always exist. Furtlier-

more, the anomaly run generates two persistent blocking ridges in the west

coast of North America and West Europe in the first two weeks of model. February,

i.e. the last two weeks of the anomaly run. In order to have in overview of

the synoptic difference between these two runs, the mean height fields for the

first two weeks of model February at 500 and 850 nib are shown In Figure 2.

The two-week mean height fields display the circulation pattern of two

ridge-trough system at 500 nib of both runs. Tile open troughs become close lows

at 850 nib. Two ridges exist along the west coast of North America and western

Europe at both 500 and 850 nib. The ridges of the anomaly run are amplified

very remarkably compared to the control run, especially at 500 nib. The 500 nit)

trough over the Atlantic is deepened vary much in the anomaly run. The 500 nil)

trough over the Pacific is very broad. However, %he 850 nib close :low, which

is 500 nib open trough, over the Pacific also demonstrates its deepening in the

anomaly run. It is also interesting to note that both the trough and ridge

lines tilt from southeast to northwest. In addition, the ridge of the anomaly

run over western Europe is shifted westward at 500 nib and eastward at 500 nib

with respect to that of the control run. This contrast between both runs is

__ I

especially pronounced north of 60°N.
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The deepening of the low (or trough) over the Pacific and the Intensifi-

cation of the ridge over the west coast of North America can he understood due

to the enhancement of the model baroclinieity by the imposed west--cant SST

anomaly gradient and also posslhl y by the Interaction between the positive SST

anoma lies over the cast North Pacific and the Rocky.. in othar word y , the

persistent blocking ridge appearing on the west roast: of North America can he

Intuitivel y "aderstood as the near downstream teleronnertion. furthermore,

the ampi i f icatlon of the ridge over western Europe and the deepening of the

trough (or low) over the Atlantic naturally demonstrates that the GI,AS model

atmosphere also respond to the Pacific SST anomaly with a far downstream

teleconnection.

Spectral Analysis

Hovmi i ller ` s diagram, i.e. longitude-time trough-ridgy systems, (Novmiiller,

1040 has long been nnod to examine the amplification and propagation of

at lmomolIvriv long waves. Recentl y , Somerville ( 1 9HO) suggested that the

spectral lv filtered (SM "ovmN! Ivr diagram Is a more effective mean to Golat.e

the interesting features of long waves and to examine the four -dimensional

development of tong waves.

`I'ho comparison of the height fields b y wvvn both runs reveals clearly

Hot the momt d0tingulmhahle difference is in the large-scale features.	 In

other words, the major response of the GLAS modal atmosphere to the SST

anomalies ovor the North Pacific shows in the long waves. For this reason,

It would he ;instructive to use the SIB NoWller diagram to illustrate the	 I

spectral response of the model atmosphere to the SST anomalies. Furthermore,

500, which is located in the middle of the north-south extent of the ridges,

^	 ti



is chosen to depict the SF Hovmdller diagrams. Figure 3 shows these diagrams

of three different wave groups: wavenumber 1-15, wavenumber 1-4, and wave-

number 5-15, at 500 mb. The first wave group is regarded as the total wave

disturbances, the second wave group as the long waves, and the third wave

group as short waves.

The SF Hovmaller diagrams of wavenumber 1-15 for both the anomaly and

' 	 control runs, Figures 3a and d, show that two ridge-trough systems exist over

i
	 most of the simulation period. The trough-ridge system in the anomaly run

is stationary, while that is eastward propagating in the cons, :o1 run. Comparison

between Figures 3a and d also reveals that the trough-ridge systems in both

runs in the third week of January are still similar to some extent. This

similarity of the SF Hovmbller diagrams for total wave disturbances may indi-

cate that the CLAS model has memory of the initial height field and the model,

response to the Pacific SST anomalies does not become significant in the first

three weeks of the model simulation.

In order to examine the role played by the long and short wave regimes,

the SF Hovmbller diagrams of wavenumber 1-4 and 5-15 are also displayed in

Figures 3b, c, a and f, respectively. The comparison between the long-wave

SF Hovm6ller diagrams and the total-wave SF HovmSller diagrams shows very

clearly that the large-scale pattern of the ridge-trough system in both run,

are mostly explained by the long-wave regime. The contribution from the short-

wave regime is the fine structure of the ridge-trough system. The long-wave

SF Hovmbller diagrams show that the persistent blocking ridges in the anomaly

run are mainly constructed by the stationary long waves.

{
The short-wave SF Hovmaller diagrams characterize the eastward propagation

of the short waves over most of the longitudes and time. However, both the
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control and anomaly runs have stationary ridges located at 300 in the first

two weeks of February. In addition, the troughs and ridges of the short-

wave regime in the anomaly run between HOW and 120°W are quasi-stationary.

Recall that the SST anomalies are imposed in the North Pacific with the

boundary of positive and negative anomalies around 140°W. It is understood

that the ,strong; west-east SST gradient would enhance the baroclinicity of the

overlying atmosphere. This may, in turn, increase the cyclog;enesi.s in the

enhanced baroclinic zone. In any event, the quasi-stationarity of the short-

wave ridges and troughs may indicate the stationarity of forcing from the

Pacific SST anomalies. This ;argument is consistent with previous experiments

using the NCAR aatmospheric model by Chervin et al. (1976), Kutzhach et al.

(1977) and Chervin et M. (1980). The intensification of the ridge located

at 300 is a very surprising downstream teleconnec t ion In the GhAS atmospheric

model.

10 further our understanding; of the long-wave response to the Pacific SST

,anomalies, the SF Hovmii l ler diagrams for each Individual long; wave from wave-

number l to 4 are depirrod in Figure 3. The most pronounced difference

betwee`n two runs are wavenumbers 2 and 3. These two Waves "lock in" the

nnomuly run. In other words, the west-east Pacific SST anomalies force these

two waves to be stationary. It is also interesting; to note that the super-

imposition of waavenumbers 2 and 3, Figure 3e, provides a reasonable expla-

nation of the double persistent, blocking ridges, shown in Figures 2a or b.

Based upon the occurrence of blocking observed by Rex (1958) and the

latitudinal distribution of planetary-wave phase at 500 mb analyzed by Eliasen

(1958), Austin (1980) claims that the formation of blocking; can be classified

in the following ways clue to the constructive interference and implication of

planetary waves:

I



Wavenumber 1	 Wavenumber 2	 Wavenumber 3

Atlantic Blocking	 large	 large	 small
Pacific Blocking	 small	 large	 large
Double Blocking	 large	 large	 large

Although the anomaly run does not generate the Rex-type blocking, the

amplification of two persistent blocking ridges in the first two weeks of

February seems to be similar to double blocking; one ridge is located between

the eastern North Pacific off the west coast of the North American continent,

and the other is situated between the eastern North Atlantic and western

Europe.

It would be interesting to compare the spectral analysis of the anomaly

run with Austin's compilation of observational studies. Wavenumber 1. in the

anomaly run is shifted about 50° westward with respect to Eliasen's result.

Wavenumber 2 of the anomaly run has about the same location as observation,

while, wa venumher i of the anomaly run is shifted eastward ;about 10". The

Sly' HovnibIler diagram of wavenumber (2+3), Figure 4e, shows clearly that the

eastward shift of wavenumber 3 makes the formation of double blocking; ridges

only by wavenumbers 2 and 3 possible. The amplification and westward shift of

wavenumber 1 helps the filling of the trough between two persistent blocking

ridges formed by wavenumbers 2 and 3, and the intensification of the Atlantic

blocking ridge.

Tung and Lindzen (1979) proposed resonance theory to explain the develop-

ment of atmospheric blocking. "To be resonant, the wind condition in the

I	 atmosphere has to be such that the phase speed of the free traveling wave is

a
reduced to zero, so that the wave becomes stationary with respect to the surface

of the Earth and hence, also to the topographic forcing and land-sea differential

heating." This is Tung and Lindzen's "stationary condition". The discussion

T
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above clearly shows that the insertion of the Pacific SST anomalies make

wavenumbers 2 and 3 "lock in". This lock-in effect enable wavenumbers 2 and

3 in the anomaly run satisfy the necessary condition for the occurrence of

the persistent blocking ridges. Furthermore, one has to face another problem,

that is the amplification of the stationary waves. Austin (1980) speculated

that the imposed SST anomalies enhance the thermal forcing; which, in turn,

amplifies stationary waves to form blocking. In order to understand this

problem, we shall apply the spectral energetics to examine how long waves are

amplified after becoming stationary in Section 4.

It has been shown that wavenumbers 2 and 3 In the anomaly run are so vital

to determine the formation of persistent blocking ridges, It would be of

Interest and informative to examine the synoptic structure of these two waves.

The pursisLont blocking ridges obtain Lhe.ir maximum intensity on February 4.

It would he itiustrativv to show the spectraily filtered synaptic charts of

wavenumbers 2, 3 and rombinat ion of them aL 12 GMT 4 Feb for height and

temperature at 5U0 mb, figure 5.

The highs of wavonumber 2 located at Alaska Bay and north Central Europe,

while those of wavenumber 3 are anchored at the west coast of Canada, the

North Sea and Siberia. The combination of these two waves forms two highs

at the west coast of Canada and the North Sea with a deep low located at

tabrador and another broad low extending from north Africa to the northwestern

Pacific. The combination of temperature wavenumbers 2 and 3 is very similar

to the height except the warmth centered at the Alaska Bay is shifted westward

with respect to the high oL height field. The comparison of individual waves

of height and temperature shows that wavenumber 2 has a signi.f.icaat phase tag

between height and temperature and wavenumber 3 does not. In fact, the
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observations of daily spectral analysis reveal that wavenumber 2 heigh t leads

wavenumber 2 temperature from 10° to 30 ° longitude. On the contrary, heipl ► t

and temperature of wavenumber 3 does not show very significant phase lag on

the basis of daily variation. This indicates that wavenumber 2 is baroclinic

and wavenumber 3 is relatively barotropic. The remarkable difference of

synoptic structure between these two waves must be related to the difference of

physical processes to develop and maintain them.

4. Energetics

Energetics Scheme

In order to examine the development and maintenance of the blocking ridges

In terms of spectral analysis, Saltzman's (1957) spectral energetics schema is

employed to a latitudinal zonal between 26 QN and 86°N. Following Saltzman's

formulation and Steinberg et al.'s (1971) expression, spectral energy equations

In symbolic form can be written as:

dK7 	NN

dt

	

	 L C(Kn , KZ ) + C(AZ , KZ ) + F(KZ ) - D(KZ ),	 (])
n=1

dK
q = - C(K , K ) + CK(nlm,k) + C(A , K ) + F(K ) - D(K ), 	 (2)

dt	 ►^	 n	 n	 n

d A 
Z
	 N

dt - L C(AZ , An ) - C(AZ , K7 ) + F(AZ ) + G(A7 ),	 (=i)
n=1

dA

dt 
--C(AZ , An) - C(An , Kn ) + C(nlm,R.) + F(An ) + G(An ),	 (4)
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where K and A represent kinetic and available potential energy. The subscripts

'1. and n denote zonal and wave components. The rate of change of various energy

components on the left-hand side is contributed by the various energetic

processes on the right-hand side. C(P,Q) represents the energy conversion
N	 N

firm P to Q. Note that tjY C(Kn , Kj = C(KF9 KL ) andn^ C(A7 , An )	 C(AZ , AF).

('X(n /mO) is the gain rate to wavenumber n of quantity x due to triplet inRer-

actions between ali passible combinations of in and ^ with n. F(x) gives the

contribution due to the flux across the lateral boundary of the open region.

C(A) and D(K) are gener4ition of available potential energy and dissipation of

kinetic energy, respectively.
N	 N

Fquattons for eddy energies, K F = E K n and Ai,,	 G An , can be obtained
n. l	 n=1

by summing equations (2) and (4) from n = 1 to No

dKF	

Gt	 _ - C(K , !.	 C	 F.K,) + C(A, K ) + F(KFC) - D(K),	 (5)
d 

dAF
_at	 = C (AZ , A C ) - C (A l? , Kl,> + F (AF ) + G (AF ) .	 (G)

The traditional Lorenz energy cycle consists of equations (1), (3), (5) and

(6). A schematic energy diagram is shown in the appendix to illustrate the

maintenance of wavenumber n energetics.

N

1M^



Overview of model energetics during blocking situations

Time variations of various energies, AZ , A E , K
Z
 and K

E , and various

I
	 energy conversions, C(AZ , AF), C(AF , KF) and C(KE , Kg) from January 16 to

February 14 in the anomaly run are depicted in Figure 5. Let! us recall the

amplification of blocking ridges located in the west coast of North America

and western Europe in the anomaly rt,, :overs the first two weeks of February.
t

Observation of Figure 6 reveals that A_
11
 and K 7 start to decline on January 30,

while AE and K  increase. Then, A  Gd KF , especially the latter, decrease

around February 7, and both increase about February 10 again. Notice that

both AZ and KZ increase, in general, when AE and K  decrease, or vice versa.

Tile energy conversions, C(A 79 AF ) and C(AE , KF ) are always positive.

In addition, their time variations go hand-in-hand and are also consistent with

the time variations of AF and KF . It is surprising to note that C(KE , K7)

is negative over most of the time period in the anomaly run. This indicates

that the eddy disturbances are barotropically maintained by the energy conver-

sion from the zonal flow.

Lejengs (1977) compiled the time variations of A Z , AE , K7 and K  from

the energetics atudy of atmospheric blocking by Winston and Kreuger (1961) and

Miyakoda (1963) and energy conversions by Paulin (1968). Le ,jenas sketched a

characteristic picture of the energy changes and energy conversions during a

blocking situation in Figure 7. We may not be able to expect that the ener.geties

for the development of the persistent blocking ridges in the anomaly run is

the same as the atmospheric cases analyzed by either Winston and Kreuger or

'	 Miyakoda. However, the energetics during the development of model blocking

ridges depicted in Figure 4 shows a very striking similarity to Lejengs'

schematic picture.
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11_ynamical . transports of wavenumbers 2 and 3 during b lock ing

It was observed in Section 3 that the life period of the blocking ridges

generated in the anomaly run was about two weeks. In addition to examine how the

blocking ridges are formed, we have to face how the blocking ridges are main-

tained for such a Long period of time. The spectral analysis in Section 3

shows that they formation of the blocking ridges are essentially due to the

constructive interference of wavenumbers 2 r,nd 3. On the other viand, the

spectral energetics of these two waves would stied light oil 	 maintenance of

blocking ridges.

Before we Investigate the spectral energetics of wavenumbers 2 and 3 in

detail, the examination of the dynamic transport activities would provide some

informative property of these two waves. Figure N depicts the time variation

of zonal flow and temperature at 500 mb for the anomaly run„ The zonal flow

between 26°N-62°N starts to decrease when the blocking ridges develop at the

end of January. The zonal flow ;increases again after about 4 days. An

Interesting feature about the zonal flow is the appearance cf easterlies in high

latitudes (60°- 70°N) from February 3-9. This is obviously caused by the warm-

ing at high latitudes shown in Figure 8b. The warming at high latitudes

Indicates that the blocking ridges channel the warm air to high latitudes.

The time variations of momentum and sensible heat transports* for waves

2 and 3, uv(2), uv(3), %'I'(2) and vT(3), are displayed in Figures 9 and 10.

respectively. It call 	 seen clearly that the transport activities by wave-

numbers 2 and 3 mainly occur in high latitudes. This is consistent with the

*vT(n) and uv(n) will be used hereafter to denote the sensible heat and

'	 momentum transport by wavenumber n. The combining contribution from two waves,

I	 e.g. 2 and 3, will be denoted by v`T'(2+3) and uv(2+3). (^) = zonal average.
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observational speeectral analysis of these two transports by WIIn-Neilsen

et a1. (1964). It is interesting to note that iv(2) and uv(3) (v'I'(2) and vT(3))

are, in general., southward (northward) in high latitudes. Surprisingly, uv(3)

becomes northward from midlatitudes to high latitudes during the mature stage

of blocking ridges.	 7T(2) is very significant northward transport during the

existence-of blocking ridges, but vT(3) is significantly southward over Home

period during the developing stage of blocking ridges. This may manifest that

WT(2) is important fae 3r to cause the warming in high latitude shown in

Figure 8.

The blocking ridges shown in Figure 2 reach their maximum intensity on

February 4. The geographic distribution of uv, vT and wT of wavenumbers 2 and

3, and sum of these two waves at 500 mb on February 4 are also shown in Figure

11. Observation of these figures reveals that uv(3) is more significant than

uv(2), while vT(2) and wT(2) are larger than vT(3) and wT(3). This contrast of

transport properties between wavenumbers 2 and 3 is consistent with the synoptic

analysis that wavenumber 2 is baroclinic and wavenumber 3 is relatively barotropic.

uv(2+3), vT(2+3) and wT(2+3) are significant in the western hemisphere. It is

interesting to note that vT(2+3) and wT(2+3) show three areas of large value:

;?astern Pacific, North America, and eastern Atlantic. The superimposition of

height and temperature geographic distributions for the sum of wavenu-mbers

2 and 3, shown in Figure 5, explain well the distribution of 7r(2+3). Positive

vT(2+3) at eastern Pacific and eastern Atlantic is due to northward warm air

advection, while positive vT(2+3) at North America is because the southward

cold air advection. -wT represents the vertical transport of sensible heat

which usually is in phase with vT. In addition, -wT also denotes the conversion
3

between AE and KE , namely, the release of available potential energy. The

"lock-in" effect by imposing Pacific SST anomalies in the anomaly run seems
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to increase the release of AF to enhance stationary wavenumbers 2 and 3 and,

In turn, to amplify the Intensity of blocking ridges.

Kutzkach et al. (1977) imposed a dipole SST anomaly on the Pacific of

the NCAR model with warm part to the east and cold part to the west. The

spacing between the centers of warm and cold SST anomaly is about 45° of

longitude which is about wavelength of wavenumber 4. The model temperature:

changes have the greatest magnitude and vertical extent over the warm ocean

anomaly, rather than a wavenumber 4 response. Kutzbach et al., therefore,

speculated that the warm anomaly and its longitudinal position with respect

to the continents may he of primary importance to describe the pattern of

mid-troposphere response. The geographic; distribution of v'f(2+3) and w['(2+3)

In the present study may support their conjecture.

Spectral !oper_etINs_ rtf. wavenumber 2 and 3
A" and K  of various long; waves in the anomaly run as a function of time

are shown in Fig. 9. The inclusion of wavenumber 1 and 4 is to provide a

comparison of energy contents in different lung; waves. Although A l is dominant

over some period in February, the SF Novmdller diagrams show that the formation

of the persistent blocking ridges is mainly due to the constructive inter-

fervnce of wavenumber 2 and 3. Note that both A 	 K 	 wavenumber 2 and

3 increase from the end of Januar y when the persistent blocking; ridges shown

in Fig. 
'2 
start. to develop. Furthermore, our spectral energetics analysis

Indicates that the major contributions to various energy conversions of Lorenz

energy cycle in the long; wave regimes are from wavenumber 2 and 3 in the anomaly

run.

Let us first deal with the energetics of wavenumher 2 with the aid of

spectral Energy diagram displayed in the appendix. A,, is maintained by
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C(AZ , A2 ), C(A2 , K2 ) and CA(21m,k).	 Both C(A7 , A2 ) and C(A 2 , KO are

positive over the time period concerned in our analysis. Furthermore, the

time variation of C(AZ , A2 ) and C(A2 , K 2 ) are in concert with that of A2.

This in-phase variation indicates that A 2 is provided by C(AZ , A2 ), but is

consumed by C(A 2 , K.2). The nonlinear interaction C,A(21m,9) actually also

extracts energy out of A 2 over most of the blocking period.

K2 is virtually maintained by C(A2 , K2 ) 0 C(K 2 , KZ ) and CK(21m.k).

C(A2' K 2 ) was found to be always positive. C(K 2% K z ) is positive over most of
w

the time except in Lhe second week of February. CK(21m,R) is generalty

negative except when C(A, ) , K2 ) drops significantly during February 8-9. It

is obvious that C(A 2 , K2 ) maintains K 2 , and C(K2 , KZ ) and CK(21m,k) diminish

K2.

C(AZ , A2 ) and C(A 2 , K2 ) involve the baroclinic processes of horizontal

and vertical sensible heat transport, respectively, while C(K 2 , K z ) is due

to the barotropic process of momentum transport. The maintenance of A 2 and

K2 are provided by C(AZ , A2 ) and C(A2 , K2 ), respectively. Recall that the

synoptic analysis in Section 3 showed that wavesnumber 2 temperature always

has a phase lag behind wavenumber 2 height. These observational evidences

indicate that the development and maintenn;ce of wavenumber 2 is due to tho

baroclinic process.

The time variations of various energy conversions to maintain A 3 and K3

are depicted in Figure 11. It was shown in Figure 9 that A 3 does not increase

very much compared with A l and A2 during the development of blocking ridges,

but Ka increases very significantly. Let us 	 llow the argument for the

maintenance of AZ and K2 to examine the energetics of wavenumber 3. C(A Z , AI)

"I
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and CA(31m,k) are major channels to support A 3 . However, the small value of

C(AZ , A 3) compared with C(A Z , A 2 ) mny explain the reason why A3 is not increased

very much during the development of the blocking ridges. Furthermore, the magni-

tude of C(A 3 , K3 ) is not large either. It may be because C(AZ , A3) is small.

K 3 is essentially supplied by -C(K 3 , K 7), the barotropic conversion releasing

the available zonal kinetic energy, rather than C(A 3 , K3), the baroclinic con-

version to release the eddy available potential energy. It is very clear that

the physical processes to maintain the energetics of K 3 is different from those

to K2 . As we discussed previousiy in Section 3 that wavenumber-3 height and

temperature do not possess any significant phase lad; between them. In addition,

the momentum transport of wavenumber 3 becomes very significant during the

development of blocking ridges. In any event, these arguments provide evidences

that wavenumber 3 is mainly developed and maintained barotrop ic all during the

existence of blocking ridges in the anomaly run.

The contrast of physical processes to develop and maintain wavenumber 2'

and 3 during the existence of persistent blocking ridges in the anomaly run

is very apparent. In fact, the energetics of the blocking ridges occurred in

January 1963 are similar to that generated in the anomaly run to a great extent.

The spectral energetics study for this peculiar month, which will be discussed in

further detail in the next section, by Wiin-Nielsen et al. (1964), Wiin-Nielsen

(1964) and Murakami and Tomatsu (1,965) showed that wavenumber 2 and 3 were

dominant in this month. Waveenumber 2 were maintained mainly by baroclinic pro-

cesses, while wavenumber 3 were supported by barotropic processes.

5. Comparison with observational studies

'The model atmosphere is not a real one and the model response to the

SST anomalies may not be the same as the response of the real atmosphere.
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Nevertheless, the compariizo;, c f the present analysis of the anomaly run
}

with some observational studies may shed some light on the physical mechanism

which causes the persistent blocking ridges generated in the anomaly run.

Under this guidance, we select January 1963 and January-February 1977.

The reasons to select these two winters are as follows.

It was pointed out by Tung and l,tndzen (1979) that the United States

experienced very similar abnormal circulation patterns and severe winter

conditions in January 1963 and January 1977; a persistent and enormously

amplified ridge existed in the eastern Pacific. Furthermore, the spectral

energetics of the anomaly run during the existence of the persistent blockini,

ridges is similar to that of January 1.963 analyzed by Wiin-Nielsen et al.

(1964) and Murakami. and Tomatsu (1967) to a great extent. Examining the

large-scale interaction between atmosphere and North Pacific, Namias (1978)

suggested that the North Pacific SST anomalies in 1976-1.977 winter could be

t:he major factor to maintain the quasi-stationary amplified long waves over

the North Pacific 1,nd North America. The anomaly run in the current study

adopts the North Pacific SST anomalies compiled by Namias (1978). Of cuure,

we do not expect these SST anomalies can force the model to generate the

same circulation condition as the real, atmosphere in 1976-1977 winter.

However, it would be interesting to see whether the model response to the

Pacific SST anomalies in the same direction as Namias' suggestion of the SST

anomalies on the atmospheric circulation.

(a) January, 1963

Sinop t i CS

It was observed that the existence of an unusual type of January 1963

atmospheric circulation which had an extreme amplification (O'Connor, 1963).
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The average circulation of 700 mb is shown in figure 14. The pronounced

feat urvH of tho atmospheric circulaatton in this month are enormously

amplified ridge in the eastern Pacific, a blocking hiphq of ilex type, pre-

voi led through the mouth between Iceland and Britain, ac.; mother strong;

ridge over the central Asia. These three ridges were accompanied with the

abnormally amplified eastern North American trough, deep Azores low,

Furopean trough and the pacific law extending from the west WHO to

1lawaii. The cold art is air was brought to the north amt North America,

Europe and Far Eaa5L, and caused Very severe cold weather over these three

a Vi'as. The unusual warmth was occurred over Alaska and Greenland. In

addition, most of the trough and ridge lines tilted from ;;oath-east. to north-

WVst . This circulation condition Is similar to the existence of the pur-

sistent blocking, ridges in the anomaly run.

F"V r g e t. I c s

The onerg;etirs analysis of January 1961 discussed in the following; based

upon studios of Wi ln-NielHvn (1964), Wiln-Mh :n vi M. (1)64) and Murakami

and TomaLsu (1967). The Lorenz energy cy le of this month is shown in

Figure liv. The directions of enemy conversions, C(Af , AK ) = 6.41 Watt m

aand t.(A., h l,)	 2.9a Watt m-2, are the same as conventional studies (Loronz,

1467). Surprisingl y , C(K., K j ) of this month has as large negative value

of -1.29 Watt na	 which indicates that the oddivs were harotropicall y unstable

In this month. The time. variations of various energy components in Janunry

l c)bi are depicted in Figure 15a and b Note that AK and K  .increase (decrease)

i	 when AZ and KZ decrease. The overall picture of time variation of January

1963 atmospheric energetics shown in Figure 15 is similar to t,ejen<is' during

a blocking; situation described in Figure 7.
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The spectral energetics of January 1963 is displayed in Figure 16.

The spectra of An , Figure l6a, and K
it • 

Figure 16b, show that wavenumber 2

and 3 have the largest values, although A I is comparable to A 2 or A 3 . This

may indicate that the atmospheric circulation of this month is mainly

described by wavenumber 2 and 3. It may also manifest that the persistent

blocking ridges in January were due to the constructive interference of these

waves. C(An , K 1
) is extracted from the result of Murakami and 'lomatsu (1965)

which was integrated over 30°N-70°N and 1000-500 mb. In any rate, it still hives

some indication of C(A 11 , Kn ) over the whole layer of atmosphere. C(A Z , At1),

Figure 1.6c, and C(An , Ki1 ), Figure 16e, of wavenumber 2 and 3 are positive and

dominant, while C(K 3 , Kr ), shown in Figure 16d, has very large negative value

of -1.14 Watt m-2 . Comparing Figure 16d and Figure 15c, we can see that

-C(K 3 , K 2 ) explains moat part of -C(Kr	K2 ).	 '['his shows	 that wavenumber 3

is barotropically unstable. These discussions above indicate that A 2 and A3

are supported b y C(AZ , A 2 ) and C(A Z , A 3 ),respectively. Note that C(A Z , A,))

C(A7 , A 3 ) may explain why A2 > A3 . Furthermore, K 2 Is maintained by

C(A 2 , K 2 ), barocliule energy conversion, while K 3 is sponsored by both C(A 3 , K3)

and -C(K 3 , K 2 ). In other words, K3 is supplied by a very significant baro-

tropic conver.-.aion in addition to baroclinic conversion. The energetics of

wavenumber 2 and 3 In JanuaryJanuary 1963 is very similar to that in the anomaly run.

I.,ct us recall that wavenumber 2 and 3 "lock in" by imposing the Pacific

SST anomalies of 1976-1977 winter in the anomaly run. The spectral energetics

of wavenumber 2 and 3 in January 1 ,$3 and the anomaly run is sim .!,,!;% 140 naay

speculate that the mechanisms to cause the "lock-in" of these two waves in

1 these two cases may be the same. However, the pattern of Pacific SST anomaly

in the 1962-1963 winter was an extensive and persistent warmth over central
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and eastern North pacific (Namias, 1963) which is not the same as that of

1976-1977 winter.

(B) January - February 1977

S nol^tics ctnd spectral analysis

The main features of atmospheric circulation in 1976-77 winter were very

persistent through the whole season (Taubensee, 1977; Wagner, 1977; Dickson,

1977). The mean 700 mb circulation of this winter is shown in Figure 7

(Namias, 1978). Deep troughs persisted over the central Pacific ocean and

eastern North American whi.[v a strong persistent open blocking ridge located

near the west coast of North America. Therefore, the warm air was channeled

to Alaska by the southerly to the west of the ridge and the cold artte air

accompanying with heavy snows was brought to the northeast and droughts also

occurred in the west. In addition, some blockings occurred over the North

Atlantic and the pole in January and February.

The spectral analysis of wave motions are illustrated by the 500 mb SF

Hovm011er diagrams at 50°N, Figure 18. The total-wave SF Hovm8ller diagram

presents two very persistent blocking ridges; a very strong narrow blocking

ridge between 90°W-150°W and a broad weak blocking ridge. between 30°W-90°E.

The long-wave SF Hovm011er diagram explain the major feature of the blocking

ridges as we have seen in the anomaly run. The strong narrow blocking ridge

between 90°W-150°W existed since the first week of January 1977 and decayed

at the end of the third week of February. Thb short-wave SF Hovmoll.er diagram

show that the small waves have strong eastward propagation. However, exception

occurs between 120°W and 1.20°E, i.e. over the Pacific, where the ridges and

troughs composed of short waves becomes relatively stationary. Namias (1978)

claimed that the significant west-east Pacific SST gradient enhanced the
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cyclogensis and the upper level southerly which steered the storm northward.

The quasi-stationarity of short-wave ridges and troughs may manifest that

the cyclogensis occurs in the same areas very often. This feature is also

found in the anomaly run.

The SF 11ovm8ller diagrams of individual waves are also displayed in

Figure 15d-h. All long waves (n-1-4), during January-February 1977 at

50°N were quasi-stationary. The two-month mean locations of these long-

wave ridges are very close to Eliasen's (1958) values which are displayed in

Figure l of Austin (1980). It is interesting to note that the very strong

narrow blocking ridge decayed when wavenumber 3 and 4 became moving and

weak.

Let us compare the SF Novmoller diagrams of individual long waves in the

anomaly run, Figure 3, and those during January-February 1977. The ridge of

model wavenumber 1 is located around 60°W, when this wave becomes stationary

in the anomaly run. The ridge of observational wavenumber 1 is located

around 0° of longitude. This discrepancy may be due to the difference of

seasonal forcing between the model simulation and observation. When wave-

number 2 and 3 become stationary in the anomaly run the ridge positions of

these two waves are very close to Eliasen's observation. Wavenumber 4 is

essentially eastward moving wave in the anomaly run. The effect of the Pacific

SST anomalies make wavenumber 2 and 3 stationary in the positions as these

two waves found either in January-February 1977 or in Eliasen's (1958)

study.

t
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i^ ne r^u t.i ^^ s

our energeLics computations for January - February 1977 reveal that time

variations of' A i; and K  were not vary significant, and A Z and K  increased some-

what in ebruary (not :shown). The slight enhancement of A, and K7 is due to the

itttun!,ity decrease of the persistent trough and ridge in this winter (Dickson,

1977). Ff,gure 18 shown that in Atlantic blocking existed 1.11 the first ten

days of January. Time variations of various energies during this period

of* time are the same as Le .jenas' schematic diagram, Figure 5.

Lorenz energy cycle of these two months is depicted in Figure 19. The

directions of various onergy conversions are the s,itile as conventional studies.

A remarkable difference between the enorgy cycle of .January-February 1977 and

that of the anomaly run is C(K r , K 7 ). C(KK , K! ) is negative in the anomaly

run, while it is positive in .January-February 1977. In other words, the

eddies of this winter is barotropically stable. Nami.as (1978) suggests that

the seasonal forcing i - another factor to decide the atmospheric circulation

pat torn. The contrast of C(K F , KZ ) between Jar ►uary-February 1977 and the

cutomaly run SceMS to indicate again that the seasonal forcing of the GLAS

model is diftorent from 1976-1977 winter. In addition, Rosen and Salstein

(1980) painted Out that 1.976-1977 winter has strong C(K 1,, K r ) which is due

to the highly amplified nature of atmospheric waves.

The spectral energetics of January-February 1977 is displayed 1n Figure

20. A 3 is somewhat smaller than. A l and A 2 , but K 3 is comparable to K 1 and

*The computations use the observational data analyzed by the National
Meteorological Center (NMC) and archived at the National Center for
Atmospheric. Research (NCAR). The region of integration covers 30°-
80°N. 'Thu w fields, which were used to calculate C(A,, K F ), were
evaluated by the scheme proposed by Chen et c.l. (19815
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blocking ridge in the west coast of North America is mainly due to the con-

structive interference of wavenumber 2 and 3. In order to compare with the

energetics of anomaly run, we shall focus oil 	 two waves. C(AZ , A2 ) and

C(AZ , A 3) dominate C(AZ , AK) and are the sources to supply A 2 and A3,

respectively. K Z and K 3 are maintained by C(A 2 , K2 ) and C(A 3 , K 3), respec-

tively. rhe most pronounced difference of spectral energetics between these

two waves is that K 3 has a large energy sink, C(K 3 , KZ ) which explains 45%

of C(KF , KZ ). Note that C(K2 , KZ ) is small compared to C(K 3 , KZ). The

comparison of C(K 3 , K7 ) between this winter and the anomaly run shows that

wavenumber 3 is barotropically stable in January-February 1977, and barotroni-

tally unstable in the anomaly run. In other words, wavenumber 3 has opposite

physical functions in these two atmospheric circulations.

6. Concluding remarks and discussion

The general circulation model of the Goddard laboratory for Atmospheric

Sciences was used to test the model response to a Pacific sea surface

temperature (SST) anomaly. Two experiments were performed: (1) control run

in which the climatological mean SST compiled by Washington and Thiel (1971)

was used, anti (2) anomaly run in which an invariant Pacific SS'r anomaly of

1976-1977 winter compiled by Namias (1978) was imposed on the control run.

The ridges and troughs appearing in control run are amplified and become

stationary in anomaly run. The most pronounced difference between these two
i

runs is that the Pacific SST anomalies seem to change the behavior of long

waves. The spectrally filtered NovmSll.er diagram is employed to examine the

propagation and amplification of long waves. It is found that wavenumber 2

and 3 in the anomaly run became stationary around the climatological locations

^s

Ak?
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of observationaI Study (Austin, 1180). The constructive interference of

wavenumber 2 and 3 in the anomaly run forms two persistent open blocking

ridges: one is in the west coast of North America and the other in the western	 1

Europe.

Since the persistent blocking ridges can be formed b y the constructive

Interterence of Stationary long; waves, the next problem we have to examine is

lint, thvst, persistent blocking ridges are amplified and maintained. The Spectral

energetics is carried out to answer this problem. firstly, the total energy

budget analysis displays that the time variation of the blocking ridge

energetics over its Lite span is Lite Same as that during; Lite typical blocking;

:situation as sketched by Lejents (1977). Spectral energetics of wavenumber

2 anti 3 shows that A 2 and A 3 are supplied by C(A Z , A2 ) and C(AZ , A3),

respectively. Note that A 3 < A2 may be caused by C(AZ , A3 ) < (C(AZ , A2).

K2 is provided by C(A Z , K2 ), while K 3 is maintained by -C(K 3 , KZ). In other

words, K.2 is furnished by baroclinic energy conversion and K 3 is supplied by

harot Topic energy conversion.

'Yung and Lindzen (1979) pointed out that the severe weather patterns of

J:rnuary 1963 and 1.976-1977 winter were similar to some extent. Since the

pattern of the pacific Ss`r anomaly used in anomaly run is 1976-1977 winter,

it would be of interest to compare the spectral analysis and energetics

between the anomaly run and these two winters. The Spectral energetics

h	 studies of Wiin-Nielsen (1964), Wiin-Nielsen et al. (1964), and Murakami and

'lomatsu (1965) show that the energetics of wavenumber 2 and 3 is similar to the

anomaly run, especially wavenumber 3 in January 1963 was vitally furnished

by the barotropic energey conversion -C(K 3 , KZ ). 't'}te anomaly run began from

January I. We, therefore, start the spectral analysts and energetics of
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1976-1977 winter from the same day. First of all, the spectrally filtered
{

Hovm6ller diagrams show that long waves (n-1-4) are stationary over most of
	

i

1	 this time period. The open blocking ridge located in the west coast of North

America in this winter was mainly formed by the constructive interference of

wavenumber 2, 3 and 4, especially 2 and 3. The blocking ridge decayed when

these wavenumber 3 and 4 became moving. The development and maintenance of

wavenumber 2 and 3 in this winter is different in some way from either in

January 1963 or the anomaly run. A n and Kn of wavenumber 2 and 3 are supported

by C(AZ , An ) and C(An , K 11 ) respectively. On the other hand, K 3 is very signifi-

cantly depleted by C(K 31 KZ ). That is, wavenumber 3 is barotropically stable

in this winter. It is opposite to the dynamical behavior of wavenumber 3

either in January 1963 or the anomaly run.

The summary provided above Indicates that the necessary condition to have

blocking ridges formed is the constructive interference of stationary long;

waves. The other condition for the formation of blocking ridges is how these

long waves are amplified and maintained. The spectral, energetics of blocking

ridges shows that the amplification and maintenance of stationary long; waves

can be due to various physical processes:

fact, it is also possibie due to nonlinear

and planetary-scale waves as proposed by G,

experiment and observed by Hansen and Chen

observational study.

baroclinic and barotropic. In

interaction between cyclone-scale

all et al. (1979) in a numerical

(1981) in diagnostic analysis of

Namias (1978) suggests that the Pacific SST anomaly of 1976-1.977 winter
t

is an important factor to cause the persistent blocking ridge in the west

coast of North America. is hypothesis is confirmed by the numerical

experiments analyzed in this study. In other words, the SST anomaly may

If
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cause the stationarity of ultralong waves. It has been a well known problem

In the sophisticated atmospheric model that the energy content of long waves

are too small compared to observational study. This problem is also found

recently in the GLAS model. (Chen et al., 1981) and the operational model

of European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (Hollingsworth et al.,

1980). Although Spar (1973a, b) and Spar and Atlas (1975) show that SST

anomaly may not improve very much the long-term forecast using the GISS

atmospheric model, our present analysis indicates that the careful treatment

of the SST anomaly may be important to the simulation of long waves which may

in turn improve the long-term forecast.

It has been observed that the stratospheric major warming always

associated with the tropospheric blocking (e.g. Labitzke, 1967; Schoeberl,

1979). Our present analysis and observational study of Austin (1980) show

that the persistent open blocking ridges or Rex-type blockings are established

due to the constructive interference of stationary long waves. It is shown

in the anomaly run that the SST anomalies may force long waves s,ta tionag.

The introduction of SST anomalies to a general circulation with stratosphere

may increase the possibility of success to simulate the stratospheric warming

as Miyakoda et al. (1970).
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Appendix:

The spectral energy equations (1)-(4) can be illustrated by the following

energy diagram, Figure Al. The notations used have been explained in Section

4.

P



Figure g"tions

Figure 1.	 Observed Pacific sea surface temperature anomalies (°F) during
the winter of 1976-1977 ( after Namias, 1978).

Figure 2.	 Two-week ( February 1-14) mean height fields: (a) 850 mb control.
run, (b) 850 mb anomaly run, ( c) 500 mb control run, and (d)
500 mb anomaly run.

Figure 3.	 Spectrally filtered Novmoller diagrams at 500 mb and 50°N for
three wave groups: (a) wavenumber 1-15, (b) wavenumber 1-4,
and (c) wavenumber 5-15.

Figure 4.	 Spectrally filtered NovmBller diagrams at 500 mb and 50°N for
four ultralong waves and combination of wavenumber 2 and 3.

Figure 5.	 Spectrally filtered synoptic charts of height and temperature of
wavenumber 2, 3 and combination of them at 500 mb on February 4.

Figure 6.	 Time variations of energies: (a) AZ and Att,.., (b) K, and KE , and
(c) energy conversions: C(A Z , AE ), C(AEl RE) and ^(KE s K7).

Figure 7.	 Schematic picture of the energy changes and energy conversions
during a blocking situation. Day t . t o is the onset of the
blocking (after Le ,jenas, 1977).

Figure 8.	 Time variation of (a) zonal flow and (b) zonal temperature at
500 nib for the anomaly run.

Figure 9.	 Time variation of momentum transport by wavenumber 2, uv(2),
and by wavenumber 3, uv(3), at 500 mb for the anomaly run.

Figure 10.	 The same a s Figure 9, except for sensible heat transport, I.e.
v7'(2) and vT(3) .

Figure 11.	 Geographic distribution of uv, v'1' and t `f for wavenumber 2, 3
and combination of them at 500 mb on February 4.

Figure 12.	 Time variation of (a) available potential energy and (b) kinetic
energy for wavenumber 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the anomaly run.

Figure 13.	 Spectral energetics of (a) wavenumber 2 and (b) wavenumber 3 in
the anomaly run.

Figure 14.	 Average contours of 700 mb surface (tens of feet) for January
1963. Troughs are indicated by solid lines (after O'Coanor 1963).

Figure 15.	 Energetics of January 1963: (a) time variation of A? and Ai,,
(h) time variation of K Z and KE , and (c) Lorenz energy cycle-2

f	 (after Wiin-Nielsen, 1994). Unit of energy conversions: Wm



Figure 16.	 Spectral energetics of January 1963: (a) A spectrum, (b)
Kl, spectrum, (c) C(A 7 , A ) spectrum, (d) C(^ l• Yspectrum
Ad (e) time variatlon oY C(An , K^). These ^tigures are ex-
tracted from various studies: (a^ and ( b) from Wiin-Nielsen
(1964), ( c) and (d) from Wiin -Nielsen et al. (1964), n-nd (e)
from Murakami and 'Tomatsu ( 1965).

Figure 17.	 Mean 700 mb contours ( tens of feet) of winter 1976-77
(December, January, and February) (after Namias, 1978).

Figure 18.	 Spectrally filtered llovmaller diagrams at 500 mb and 50°N for
January-February 1977.

Figure 19.	 Energy cycle of January-February 1977. Unit of energy con-
versions: h!ii 1.

Figure 20:	 Spectral energetics of January-Febr uary 1977: (a) A I , spectrum,:
(b) K, :spectrum, (c) C(A	 An) s ectrum, (d) C(Al , Kn ) spectrum,
(c. ) C ' K I^, K f ) spectrum, 7(f) CA (N m, 0 and Q,̀ CK^n!nt, ^) .

Figure Al.	 S(Oem"tic energy :'ia-gram for wa veil umhor n.
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A spectral energetics analysis of atmospheric blocking
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Abstract

The spectral energetics of two blocking case studies from the winter of

1978-79 are calculated. One case occurred over the North Atlantic and the

other over the North Pacific. The temporal evolution and geographical distri-

bution of ttue energetics of the planetary-scale (zonal harmonic wavenumbers

1-4) and the Luermediate-scale (wsvenumbers 5-10) wave ensembles are exam-

fined to identif; the physical mechanisms important in the blocking process.

Two distinct forcing mechanisms were found. The Atlantic block was

forced by the nonlinear interaction of intense baroclinic cyclone-scale

waves with ultralong waves. The Pacific blocking resulted from the

baroclinic amplification of planetary-scale waves. At least two necessary

conditions are required for the development of blocking. First, one of the

forcing mechanisms must be in operation, and second, the phase of the ante-

cedent planetary-scale waves must be such that the forcing mechanism can

amplify them into a blocking pattern.

In each of the cases studied, the block developed downstream of intense

intermediate- or large-scale cyclogenesis. The possible relationship between

this cyclogenesis, subsequent block development, and the pattern of sea

surface temperature anomalies in the western portions of the oceans is

discussed.
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1. Introduction

Blocking action can result in significant local distortions of normal

seasonal climatic trends (Rex, 1950b). Recent abnormal record setting winter&

In North America, particularly 1976-77 and 1976-79, have stimulated

renewed interest in the blocking problem. Numerous articles discussing

various aspects of this subject have appeared in recent literature. A

problem frequently encountered when studying blocking action is establishing

exactly what is meant by the term blocking. Any persistent, quasistationary

ridge that impedes the normal eastward progression of cyclone-scale waves

can be called a block. Our primary interest is in high latitude blocking

ridges that have lifetimes of 10 to 15 days and that generally satisfy

Rex's (1950x) definition of blocking.

The fact that blocking can cause large, seasonal climatic anomalies

and that the physical mechanisms responsible for its formation are not well

understood suggests that additional diagnostic studies of blocking are

needed. The spectral energetics method provides a powerful diagnostic tool

for the qualitative identification of mechanisms important in block

development. Examination of the temporal evolution of the energetics

can be particularly useful, especially if an effort is made to relate salient

features of the energetics analysis to synoptically observable events.

We have calculated the evolution of the spectral energetics of two

cases of blocking from the winter of 1978-79. The forcing mechanisms of

these two ridges were quite different. The first case occurred over the

North Atlantic in December 1978. This block was forced by the nonlinear

interaction of baroclinic cyclone-scale waves with planetary waves. The

second case occurred over the North Pacific in late December 1978 and early

January 1979. This block developed as a result of the baroclinic amplifi-
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cation of planetary-scale waves. The forcing mechanisms of theme blocking

episodes are representative of other caves of Atlantic and Pacific blocking

(Pansen, 1981).

2. Background

	

Early inveetigat..rs (Berggren, et al., 1949; Elliott and Smith, 1949; 	 i

Rex, 1950a, b) established the synoptic behavior and climatology of block-

ing. According to Rex (1950a), blocking exists when the basic westerly

current at upper levels splits into two branches that extend over at least

45' of longitude, with each branch trasnporting appreciable mass. A sharp

transition from zonal flow upstream to meridional flow downstream of the

current split must be observed and this pattern must persist for at least

ten days. Rex (1950b) noted that blocking occurs most frequently over the

northeastern portions of the Atlantic and Pacific 3ceans, normally persists

for 12 to 16 days, and is relatively stable in position. The climatological

mean position of the blocks is, of course, just downstream from the normal

position of the major midlatitude jet streams. The original single westerly

jet is replaced by two westerly branches with a zone of easterly flow in

between. A pronounced warming occurs in the northern part of the blocked

zone wLth cooling in the southern part. The mean meridional temperature

gradient across the blocked zone is greatly reduced or even reversed (Rex,

1950b).
6r 'f

Rex (1950x) observed that the formation of a blocking anticyclone is

initiated by a "finite external-impulse" provided by a sufficiently intense

	

cyclonic disturbance. Cyclone-scale waves apparently played an important 	 b

role in developing the Atlantic block studied by Berggren et al. (1949).
4

What, if any, cause and effect relationship exists between the cyclones4

1
and subsequent blocking cannot be determined from synoptic studies alone.

4
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Ratcliffe and Murray (1970) found that cold sea surface temperature

(SST) anomalies in a wide area south of Newfoundland are associated with

blocked weather patterns over northern and western Europe. Warm SST

anomalies in the same area favor more progressive flow patterns. Namias

(1964) made a similar observation and suggested that cold SST anomalies near

Newfoundland cause increased western Atlantic cyclogenesis which in turn

leads to block development over northern Europe. It is difficult to con-

firm this speculation because the proposed processes occur in data sparse

regions over the ocean.

Recently, several new theories for blocking have been proposed.

Egger (1978, 1979) uses a barotropic channel model to show that blocking

can result from the nonlinear interaction of forced stationary waves with

slowly moving free waves. Charney and Devore (1979) use a low-order,

barotropic channel model to suggest that for a given forcing, both high

and low index equilibrium flown can exist. Blocking could be a

meta-stable equilibrium of the low index type. Charney and Strauss (1980)

have extended this idea to a baroclinic model, where they found that oro-

graphy played an indirect, catalytic role in development of a low-index,

blocked state. The transition to this blocked state may occur, in their

opinion, through a combination of orographic and baroclinic instability.

Tung and Lindeen (1,979) show analytically that blocking may be caused by

linear, resonant amplification of planetary-scale waves forced by topog-

raphy and surface heating. If the atmospheric flow is such that it renders

a wave stationary with respect to the earth's surface, the wave can inter-

act resonantly with the stationary forcing.

None of the recent theories specifically incorporate the forcing of

planetary-scale waves by cyclone-scale waves. However, Gall et al. (1979)
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have suggested that the nonuniform spacing and intensity of cyclones around

a latitude zone will lead to forcing of the ultralong waves by axially

asymmetric cyclone-scale heat transports. The resulting pattern of high

latitude warming and lower latitude cooling shown by !Gall at al. resembles

that associated with Rex blocking. The asymmetric cyclone-scale hest

transports in turn force large-scale vertical motion and corresponding

large-scale baroclinic energy conversions that provide the kinetic energy

source for ultralong wave development.

Previous energetics analyses of blocking, using primarily time-averaged

results, indicate that blocking is accompanied by strong baroclinic energy

conversions. Julian and Labitzke (1965) noted increased vigor in the

vertical motion field during the onset of blockiop and concluded that the

energy variations associated with it were largely baroclinic. Paulin (1970)

and Murakami and Tomatsu (1965) found that large conversions of zonal to

eddy available potential energy and, then to eddy kinetic energy accom-

panied block development. The maximum monthly mean baroclinic conversions

occurred at zonal harmonic wavenumbers 2 and 3. Winston and Krueger (1961)

discovered similar baroclinic energy conversions during the development

phase of an Atlantic block.

All the aforementioned studies use data from the entire middle and high

latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. Zonally averaged results like these

cannot distinguish whether diagnosed processes are associated with blocking

or with some other aspect of the circulation. In addition, the calculation

of monthly means can easily mask important energetics processes because the

lifetime of blocking is usually only 10 to 15 days.

i

i
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Nor* recently, Hartman and Chen (1980) used a statistical approach to

examine the heat and vorticity budgets of composited Atlantic and Pacific

blocks. They suggested that Pacific blocks may be caused by largely baro-

tropic mechanisms, while Atlantic blocks may be largely baroclinic. Austin

(1980) has shown that blocking can be represented by the constructive

interference of planetary-scale zonal harmonic waves with normal phase•

but much greater than normal amplitudes.

However, so far no mechanism has been isolated to explain the initial

development of blocking. Although it appears from most studies that baro-

clinic processes are important, the temporal evolution fo the spectral

energetics of blocking has not yet been presented.

3. Data and Procedures

The equations governing atmospheric energetics in wavenumber domain

were first formulated by Saltzman (1957). The complete spectral energetics

formulation can be found in numerous other sources (e.g., Hansen, 1981;

Saltzman, 1970) and will not be repeated here. Note that the nonlinear

interaction represents a redistribution of energy between the various waves

and is neither a source nor a sink of kinetic energy. When summed over all

wavenumbers, the nonlinear interaction should yield no net change in total

eddy kinetic energy (Steinberg et al., 1971). We have reformulated the

spectral energetics equations in such a way that the wavenumber domain equa-

tions can be reconciled with the physical domain equations, and the nonlinear

interaction terms sum to zero. Our reformulation of the nonlinear inter-

action terms is given in the Appendix.

L
t

Z



The date used in this study are the output of the National Meteoro-

logical Center's (NMC) operational analysis. Twice daily Northern Heal-

sphere data for the horizontal wind (u, v), the geopotential height (z),

and the temperature (T) on a 2.5 • by 2.5• grid at the 10 mandatory levels

In the troposphere (1000, 850, 700. 500, 400, 360, 250, 150 and 100 mb)

were obtained from the National Center for Atmospheric Rosearch. In

order to measure the release of available potential energy (APE) tarough

baroclinic energy conversion, it is necessary to compute the vertical

motion in the atmosphere. The vertical velocity in pressure coordinates

(w) was calculated from a spectral form of the quasigeoatrophic w-equation

assuming w . 0 at 1000 mb and 100 mb (Chen et al., 1981). Fourier

coefficients of u, v, w, T and w at each latitude circle and every level

were calculated using a standard fast Fourier transform technique. The

zonal harmonic expansion of the dynamical variables was truncated after

wavenumber 18.

The spectral energetics results were integrated over the latitude

zone from 3C°N to 80°N. This zone was selected because it completely

includes the features of the middle and high latitude circulation associ-

ated with blocking, while excluding th, influences of the tropical Hadley

cell circulation. The meridionally averaged results are also integrated

in the vertical from 1000 to 100 mb.

In order to more easily relate the spectral energetics results to

observable features of the circulation, ensembles of planetary-scale(wave-

numbers 1-4)and intermediate-scale waves (wavenumbers 5-10) were formed.

A similar approach has been used in previous energetics studies (Wiin-Nielsen

et al., 1963, 1964: Chen et al. 1981). By examining the results for these
..I
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ensembles, we can isolate atmospheric energetics processes occurring on

planetary or intermediate scales as well as nonlinear interactions between

these scales. Smaller scale processes (wavenumbers ), 11) were found to play

no significant role in blocking development.

It Is not posuible to determine from the time evolution of the spectral

energetics alone whether the diagnosed energy or energy conversions have

anything to do with the development of blocking. We should not expect that

the development or existence of a blocking high will necessarily have a

profound effect on the zonally averaged spectral energetics. Contributions

from other regions can easily mask the energy processes related to blocking.

t
	 We need to determine the spatial distribution of the energetics results ire

I	 order to draw more definite conclusions.

Polar stereographil.c projections of planetary- and intermediate-scale

ensemble kinetic energy, transports, height and temperature fields and

baroclinic conversions were made for individual observation times when

energy values or energy conversions were maximum or rapidly changing.

These plots provide considerable insight into the distribution of energetics

processes around the hemisphere and make it much easier to identify impor-

tant processes related to blocking. To supplement the spectral energetics

calculation, limited area energetics calculations were also performed.

Specific information we wish to obtain from the limited area calculation
r:

is the location of wave-wave energy transfers.

4. A Case of High Latitude Atlantic Blocking

A. Synoptic Behavior

During the second half of December 1978, a major blocking ridge rapidly

developed over the North Atlantic Ocean. Preceding the development, strong

westerly flow between 40°N and 50°N dominated the Northern Hemisphere
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circulation. A abort wave 500 mb trough appeared over the western Great

Lakes on 17 December in a region of strong zonal flow. This feature

developed rapidly into a significant northwest-southeast tilted trough

with strong warm advection apparent on its downstream side. By 0000 GMT 19

December, the trough had deepened considerably into a 494 dam closed low

centered gust north of Maine, with a trough extending southeastward over the

Atlantic. A ridge was building south of Greenland ahead of this trough.

The trough had acquired a very pronounced northwest-southeast tilt by

0000 GMT 21 December (Fig. 1) as the ridge continued to develop.

The block reached maturity at 0000 GMT 22 December as a 568 dam closed

hi gh centered at 68°N over the Greenland shore of the Denmark Strait. The

original trough was still northwest-southeast tilted but it had greatly

weakened. A stable, blocking high remained over Greenland centered near

70°N with 500 mb heights ranging from 560 to 569 dam until the 28th. Strong

500 mb easterlies along 60°N persisted throughout this period. At 1200 GMT of

the 25th, easterlies extended from the Norwegian coast to Baffin Island and

the 500 mb pattern had a classic Rex blocking structure (Fig. 2).

Beginning on roughly 28 December, high latitude retrogression of the

blocking ridge was evident. At 1200 GMT 29 December (Fig. 3) the 500 mb

pattern still resembled Rex blocking, but extension of the 500 mb ridge over

bafftn lsl.and and the Queen Elizabeth Islands was apparently the result of

retrogression. Further height rises in this vicinity, particularly over

the Beaufort Sea occurred between the 29th and the end of the month. By

0000 GMT 1 January 1979, the Atlantic block had completely decayed.

The development phase of the block was from roughly 19 to 22 December,

rho mature phase from 22 to 29 December, and decay occurred rapidly from

2 4) December to 1 January. The synoptic behavior of the case is very

4
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similar to that described by Herggren et al. (1949). A spectrally filtered

Hovmoller diagram of the planetary-scale 500 mb height field (z l_4) at 70'N

clearly shows the'strong ultralong wave ridge amplifying during 19-22

r	 December and persisting until the end of the month (Fig. 4) with retro-

gression apparent after roughly 27 December. The mean longitude of the

high center is about 300W. As we shall see, the largest energy conversions

in the entire hemisphere at this time were associated with the development

of this block.

B. Energetics

Before examining the various aspects of the ensemble results for this

case, let its first consider the time evolution of the overall energy cycle.

The vertical integration of the Tonal kinetic energy (K 7 ), eddy kinetic

energy (KE), zonal APE (AZ ) and eddy APE (AE ) averaged between 30°N and 80°N

!	 are shown in Fig. 5a. The conversions between these quantities are given in

j}	 Fig. 5b.

KZ had maintained a relatively large, steady value until 14 December

corresponding to the aforementioned strong Tonal flow in mid-December. KZ

dropped sharply front the 14th to the 16th, eventually reaching a minimum on

the 20th. Minimum values of C(AZ , AE) and C(AE , K E ) on 14 and 15 December

correspond to a period of rapidly increasing A? . However, beginning on

15 December, both C(AZ , AF) and C(AE , K E ) increased dramatically, reaching

striking maxima on the 17th and 18th, respectively. They remained relatively

large until the 22nd after which they declined sharply. As a result of

these baroclinic processes, AZ declined rapidly, and K  and AE rose from

minima on 15 and 16 December to marked maxima on the 19th and 21st,

respectively. Notice the negative correlation between AZ and K  (Fig. 5a)
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that is consistent with these conversions. Lejenas (1977) Me noted a

similar energy cycle during blocking in the work of previous Investigators.
r

The decline in K? , rapid growth and decay of A 7 and minim in Kr and

A. precede the onset of blocking. Very large batoclinic processes

[C(AZ , AE) and C(AE , KK) ] just prior to and during the development stage

of the block account for the observed increases in A  and K  in the third

wook of December, with a much smaller contribution to K  from C(K Z , KE).

The largest eddy kinetic energy values correspond to the developing phase

of the block. Kr declines and remains relatively low during the mature

stage. AE reached its maximum as the block reached maturity.

The ensemble results give a clearer picture of the energetics of this

case. The vertically integrated energetics of the planetary-scale ensemble

(wavenumbers 1-4) and the intermediate ensemble (wavenumbers 5-10) are

shown in Pigs. 6a and 61).

The large values of C(AZ , Al-4 ) and C(A1-4 
K1-4) 

on 16 and 1.7

December and the C(KZ , K1-4 ) maximum on the 18th (Fig. 6a) are primarily

associated with a deepening u.ltralong -wave trough over East Asia. How-

aver, the intermediate-scale kinetic energy and energy conversions from

1 ► to 22 December (Pik;. 6b) were concentrated over eastern North America

and the western Atlantic. The intermediate-scale k1metie energy (K5-10)

reased dramatically from a minimum on 14 December to a striking

imum on the 19th. 
K5-10 

accounted for roughly half of the total eddy

etic energy which was also maximum on that date. The intermediate-

le APE (A5-10 ) 
underwent a similar but less dramatic increase. These

rgy increases are the result of large baroclinic energy conversions.

larger magnitude of C(AZ , A5-10) than 
C(A

5-10' K5-10) accounts for the

a
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4	 .

Increase in 
A5_10 

from 16 to 18 December. 	 Note that the intermediate-

'

scale conversions represent most of the total AZ to AB and AB to KK con-

versions before and during the block's development. 	 The decline in AZ

from 16 to 19 December has a marked negative correlation with the increases

1
in 

AS-10 
and 

K5-10 
during the same period.

The major features of the intermediate-scale 500 mb height field -it

1200 GMT IS December (Fig. 7a) were a deep, northwest-southeast tilted trough

extending from eastern North America into the western Atlantic with strong

cyclone-scale ridges both upstream and downstream of the trough. 	 The

position of the trough over eastern North America in the synoptic chart

for this date corresponds exactly to the intermediate-scale trough position

in Fig. 7a.	 The cyclone-scale baroclinic energy conversion was maximum

a rat this time and C(A
5-10 	

K5-10) was concentrated around the eastern North

American cyclone system (Fig. 7b). 	 The largest conversion is over

Laborador in southeasterly flow on the downstream side of the trough.

C(A, A	 ) was also very large at 1200 GMT 18 December. 	 The cyclone-	 y
Z	 5-10

scale heat transports and therefore C(AZ, A5-10) were concentrated around
a

the same trough-ridge system. 	 Northward transport of warm air east of the

trough axis and southward transport of cold aii	 crest of the trough axis
Y

can be inferred.	 By 1200 GMT 19 December, the heat transport associated with	 3

rY this trough had increased, especially the northward warm air transport on

the trough's east side, and the convergence of the cyclone-scale 'heat trans-

port had reached the south tip of Greenland. 	 The zonal asymmetry of the

cyclone-scale heat transport was particularly striking at 850 mb (Fig. 8).

The northwest-southeast tilting of the trough-ridge system caused con-

siderable southward transport of westerly momentum (northward transport of
u

1. ,i
X'

2a

8

u
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easterly momentum). Tits negative cyclone-scale momentum transport at

1200 GMT of tits 19th was especially prominent over Newfoundland and south of

Greenland (Fig. 9a). The ultralong wave 500 mb height field at this time

(Fig. 9b) shows a diffuse ridge over the North Atlantic with the suggestion

Hof easterly (geostrophic) flow from south of Greenland to over Hudson Bay 	 I

(a similar pattern existed at 300 mb). Titus from 18 to 22 December there

wits convergence of cyclone-scale easterly momentum into a region of

phinetary-scale easterly flow (compare Figs. 9a and b). Title coincides with

the period of large nonlinear interaction between the intermediate and

planetary-scale waves. A clear negative correlation between the planetary-

scale and intermediate-scale kinetic energy existed from 19 to 23 December,

consistent with the diagnosed nonlinear interaction (compare Figs. 6a and b).

The period of declining K5-10 and 
large nonlinear transfer of energy to the

rapidly rising K t-4 from 19 through 22 December corresponds exactly to the

time of the rapid development of the North Atlantic blocking.

Comparison of the intermediate-scale and planetary-scale kinetic energy

distributions over eastern North America and the North Atlantic on the 19th

and 23rd supports the contention that intermediate-scale kinetic energy was

transferred nonlinearly to the ultralong waves in this region. On the 19th,

K S-1t1 	 a very remarkable, zonally asymmetric distribution in this area

(Fig. 10a) but K1-4 wits nearly nonexistent. By 1200 GMT 23 December,, this

pattern had reversed. The K 5-10 maxima over the Atlantic had completely

disappeared. There are no contours over eastern North America or the Atlantic

in the K5-10 plot at the time (not shown). However, very large K, -4 
values,

associated with the blocking high over Greenland, had replaced the inter-

mediate-scale kinetic energy (Fig. 10b), Easterly flow south of Greenland
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was particularly strong. Thus, the mechanism for the large diagnosed

energy transfer From intermediate to planetary scale was apparently the

northward transport of easterly momentum by cyclone waves into a region of

planetary-scale easterly flow over the North Atlantic, resulting in the

acceleration of the easterly flow.

At 1200 GMT 19 December, when the blocking ridge was rapidly developing,

C(A
1-4 , 

K1-4) was divided,for the most part, between the North Pacific

sector and a region just south of Greenland (Fig. 11). The large-scale ascent

of warm air south of Greenland could have been forced by the strong cyclone-

scale heat flux convergence in this area in a manner similar to that pro-

posed by Gall et al. (1979). In any event, the source of K1-4 provided

by the nonlinear interaction was as large or larger than the haroclinte

source when the block was developing from 19 through 22 December (Fig. ba),

but the baroclinic conversion was distributed in various locations during

this time. Therefore, we can conclude that the nonlinear interaction was

the primary source for the kinetic energy of the block.

The equivalent barotropic structure of the ultralong waves over the

Atlantic during the block's development is shown by comparing the planetary-

scale height and temperature fields. At 1200 GMT 19 December , the weak

ridges in the 500 mb height and temperature fields over the Atlantic were

in phase. Even after the block had reached maturity at 1200 GMT 23 December,

the amplified zl-4 and T1-4 ridge axes over Greenland were still almost

exactly in phase at 500 mb (compare Figs. 12a and b), as well as at 850 mb

and 300 mb. Notice the very large increase in the amplitude of the ridge

over Greenland from the 19th to the 23rd (compare Figs. 9b and 12a). The

thermal ridge experienced a correspondingly large amplification, consistent

with the increase in Al-4.

6.	
__..
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A maximum in the planetary-scale APE on 22 and 23 December corresponds

to the time when the thermal ridge associated with the Atlantic block had

its greatest amplitude. A major source of this APE was provided by the

excess of C(AZ q Al-4 )  over C(A 1-4 0 KI-4) between 1200 GMT 19 December and

0000 CM 23 December (Fig. 6a). The C(AZ , Al-4 ) maximum on the 22nd was

associated with significant net positive planetary-scale heat transports in

the vicinity of the block (Fig. .13), although part of the marked northward

warm air transport centered over Baffin Bay at 500 mb was counterbalanced

by southward transport just east of Greenland. This viewpoint is supported

by the build-up, noted earlier, of the planetary-scale thermal ridge over

GrecaLind between 19 and 23 December.

An additional source of AI-4 during the development phase was the non-

linear transfer of intermediate-scale APE to the ultralong waves. Normally,

tile planetary waves export APE to smaller scales but a small positive con-

tribution of 
A5-10 

to Al-4 was maintained from 9 December to 21

December (not shown). The cyclone-scale heat transports over the western

Atlantic with their attendant A2 to A5-10 conversion were apparently

followed by a transfer of some 
A5-10 to the planetary waves.

title in A5-10 during this time in Fig. 6b). The positive 
A5-10 to Al-4

insfer in this region wes evidently large enough to more than counter-

ance the normal negative transfers that were most likely occurring in

rest of the hemisphere, thus yielding the not positive transfer in the

ially averaged energetics.

The nonlinear Interactions that forced the development of the Atlantic

W k dropped to zero oil 23 December by which time the planetary-scale

wLIC energy was very large (Fig. 10b) and ate impll if ied tiltralone, wave

(Note the
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ridge was in place over Greenland (Fig. 12a). Notice the very obvious

wavenumber 1 pattern north of 60*N in Fig. 12a.

All of the large-scale energy conversions fell to nearly zero on 23

and 24 December and Kl_4 declined rapidly (Fig. 6a). No significant net

t
energy sources are apparent in the vicinity of the block throughout its

!#

	

	 mature phase as the kinetic energy around the block declined markedly.

However, the amplitudes of the planetary-scale height and thermal, ridges

over Greenland remained high from 22 to 28 December. The z l_4 and T1_4

ridges remained approximately in phase during this period.

BY 1200 GMT 28 December, the block had begun to retrograde across

northern Canada. The Greenland thermal ridge was still fairly strong on

the 28th but by 30 December the effects of retrogression had greatly

diminished the Creenland block. Southward transport of warm air by the

large-scale flow at 850 mb and 500 mb just south of Greenland on 30

December may also have aided the decline of the block. This southward livat.

transport was the result of the retrograde height wave moving out of phase

with the thermal. wave.

In the last few days of December, the large planetary-scale energy

conversions (Fig. 6a) were associated with developments in the Pacific see-

tor that will be discussed in the next section. Intermediate-scale pro-

`'	 cesses were unimportant during the block's mature and decay phases.

Corroboration of the nonlinear forcing of the block's development can

be gained from the limited area energetics. We calculated the energetics

within the sector bounded by 85°W, 20°W, 35 0N and 750N. This region contains

the blocking high as well as the cyclone system that preceded it. The

maxima in K  and AE on the 19th, and large values of C(AV AE) and

is
{
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^ 1

C(AE , K 9 ) from 18 to 22 December within the limited area correspond very

closely to the intermediate-scale ensemble results (compare Fig. 14 with

Fiq. 6b). The large oast-west flux of K  around the 19th was largely the

result of cyclone -scale Kg entering the western boundary of the limited

,aren. The very large transfer of eddy kinetic energy to the mean flow that

foIIowed the K  maximum corresponds to the nonlinear transfer of intermedittte-

scale kinetic energy to the planetary waves in the spectral calculation (again.

compare Fig. 14 to Fig. 6b). The area used in the limited area energetics

calculation equals roughly 1/6 of the spectral domain, and the magnitude

of C(Kl , K E ) within the limited area was about six times the magnitude of

Ow nonlinear K  transfer in the spectral calculation. Thus, the limited

area energetics confirms that the location of the large nonlinear interac-

tion from 18 to 2 :3 December 1978 was over eastern North America and the

western Atlantic. This result strengthens our argument that the resulting

blocking ridge was forced primarily by this nonlinear interaction.

In summary, the development of this case of Atlantic blocking was

preceded by a high index circulation with a large baroclinic instability as

indicated by a Large value of A 2 . The nonlinear transfer of kinetic energy

from barocli►ti.cally active cyclone-scale waves to the planetary -scale waves

provided the major source of kinetic energy for the block. The marked

zonal asymmetry of the cyclone-scale heat transports coupled with large-

settle zonal to eddy APE conversion caused the amplification of the thermal

ridge associated with the block. During its mature stage, no active energy

conversions were apparent in the vicinity of the block and K1-4 declined.

The decay of the block was directly linked to the westward retrogression

ra	 of the height wave. Slight baroclinic damping may have aided the block's

cic^m i 5e .
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The energy cycle during the development of this nonlinearly forced case

can be summarized schematically as follows:

x

A5-10._..,40 K5-10

AZ
	 i	 1

40 K

The dotted arrows represent relatively smaller magnitude energy conversions.P	 8	 BY

5. A Case of Pacific blocking

A. Synoptic Behavior

Development of a major blocking ridge over Alaska and the eastern
i

i
Pacific in late December 1978 and early January 1979 closely followed the

k 
development of the December 1978 Atlantic block. The Pacific- block r-ould

be viewed as a westward redevelopment of the earlier feature, but we will

treat it as a new development, keeping in mind Lite possible imnort:nev of

the retrogression of the blocking high across northern Canada.

On 25 December 1978 westerly flow at 500 mb existed between 30"N and

.

	

	 60°N from central Asia to south of Kamchatka where the westerly current

narrowed. The strongest westerlies in the eastern Pacific were between

50°N and 60°N across the Bering Sea and the Alaskan Gulf. A mean ridge

was present over the eastern Pacific off the U.S. West coast. By 29

December a ridge had amplified along 140°W extending from " 45°N northward

over the Alaskan peninsula, and an ultralong wave trough was developing over

East Asia. A major closed low had formed to southwestern Canada in response

to cold air plunging southward on the lee side of the Pacific ridge. At

1200 GMT 30 December (Fig. 15), there was further indication of regrogres-

sion of high 500 mb heights across northern Canada and the large-scale
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trough over eastern Siberia had deepened noticeably. The pattern over the

Pacific qualifies as blocking on thin; date.

A closed 557 dam high was positioned over Alaska at 0000 GMT 1 January

1979. In the previous three days, the East Asian trough had progressed

va;;tward out of Siberia and was centered ,just east of Kamchatka on the first.

A closed 557 darn high was positioned over Alaska at 007 1 January 1979.

In the previous three days, the East Asian trough had progressed eastward

out of Siberia and was centered dust east of Kamchatka on the first.

Between i and 4 January further amplification of the Alaskan high took

place. The pattern during this period can he called an omega block because

of the deep ultralung wave lows over the Bering Sea and Hudson Bay flunking

the high centered at 65"N, 140°W (Fig. 16).

The 500 mb height over Alaska remained at or above 560 dam from 4 to 8

January. The ridge developed a northwest-southeast tilt during this time and

movement of the Bering Sea low to south of the Aleutian Islands gave the

pattern tie appearance of strong, Rex blocking.

Another ultralong wave trough began to progress slowly eastward tron,

northeast Siberia on or before 8 January, reaching a maximum depth of 472

damjust off the Sibetff,n coast on 11 January. Concurrently, the block

began to decay and by 12 ,January it has weakened considerably (Fig. 17).

Westerlies had reestablished themselves across the Pacific and the high

center had moved north of Alaska and lost amplitude. Remnants of the ridge

completely disappeared over the next 3 to 4 days.

During the first week of January when the Pacific block was in its

mature stage, strong cyclogenesi,s occurred over eastern North America

t o l lowed by the dove l olmnent of a major mid tat i t ude ridge ovc-r the Atlantic.
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The longitude verRus time suction of the planetary-scale height fIrld

(wavenumbers 1-4) at 604 (Rig. 18) shows the stationary position of the

blacking ridge along 140"W throughout its 'life cycle. Note the troughs

both upstream and downstream of the blocking ridge during its mature stage

130 Dec. to 8 Jan.).

B. Energetics

The time history of the vertically integrated energy cycle for the

tonal mean and eddy components of the flow during the December 1978 January

1979 Pacific blocking are given in Figs. 19a and b. Steadily increasing

baroclinic processes consistent with rising K  and declining A Z , coupled

with a relatively large C(K Z , Kg) mark the energy cycle during the block's

developing phase in the last few days of December. C(A Z , AF) and C(A., Kp)

increased steadily from 25 December to 1 January, while C(KZ , K8,) was

strongly positive from the 28th to the lot.

Most of the dramatic energy conversions that occurred in the zonally

averaged energy cycle from 2 through 8 January were related to developments

downstream from the Pacific ridge.

After 8 January as the Pacific block decayed, K rose slowly while A.

declined. The negative value of C(KZ , KZ) during this period may explain

the KZ increase. Only a slight increase in AK and Kg accompany the

C(AZ , AK) and C(AE . KK) maxima on the 9th. notice that A Z is negatively

correlated with both AK and K  throughout the block's history. This rela-

tionship emphasizes the importance of baroclinic processes in the zonally

averaged energetics during this period.

The planetary waves account for the large majority of the energy total
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associsted with developments over the North Pacific and g.ot Asia. The

planetary-scald kinetic energy was steady from 26 through 11 December (Fig.

20a). but it rose sharply from the 29th to the 3lst. Large-scale baroclinic
s
•

processes (C(AZ , Al-4 ) and C(Al-49 K1-4)) were very large in the lest six

days of December. On the 26th and 27th. negative C(K 2 , Kl-4 ) and wave-wave

interactions counteiLalance the baroclinic kinetic energy generation. Now-

ever, from the 28th through the 31st. C(K2 , K1-4 ) became strongly positive ►

and the nonlinear interaction remained near zero allowing the vary large

C(A
1-4 , 

Kl-4) and the large C(K 2 . K1-4 ) to cause the large-scale kinetic

energy to increase sharply.

Substantial southward transport of cold air under the ultralong wave

Bast Asian troug'i and northward transport of warm air over Alaska and the

Bering Strait had developed by 28 December. The horizontal plots for 1200

GMT 30 December are representative of the 28 to 31 December period when

large-scale baroclinic and barotropic processes were quite large. The

Past Asian planetary-scale low was centered just south of Kamchatka at 1200

M, 30 December and the retrograde ridge over Alaska had begun to amplify

(Fig. 21a). C(Ar . Al-4 ) was near a marked maximum on this date (Fig. 20a)

and the most significant ultralong wave heat transports through the depth

of the troposphere were over the Bering Sea and along the Asian coast. The

northward transport of warm air is particularly strong at 850 mb and 500 mb

over the Bering Sea (Fig. 21b). Comparison of the heat transport with the 	 r
r

500 mb planetary-scale ensemble temperature pattern over the Pacific (Fig.

210 shown that the convergence of the planetary-scale eddy heat flux is

acting to furaher amplify the thermal pattern by transporting warm (cold)

air into the region of the thermal high (low). This is consistent with the

large observed C(A2, Al-4)'
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The large-scale baroclinic energy conversion at 300 mb (Fig. 21d) shows

a very strong energy conversion in ascending warn air over the Bering Sea.

A broad area of positive energy conversion is associated with sinking cold

air beneath the East Asian trough. Comparing the 500 mb planetary-scale

height and temperature fields at 1200 GMT 30 December (Figs. 21a and 21c), we

see that the phase of the temperature field is shifted to the west of the

height field. (The phase shift is more obvious in the lower troposphere

(not shown).) This phase shift is consistent with the observed heat trans-

ports and C(A
1-4 • 

K1-4) noted above, and clearly demonstrates the baroclinic

structure of the ultralong waves over the Pacific during the initial develop-

ment of the block.

In addition, the planetary-scale ensemble's 300 mb momentum transport

(Fig. 22) shows strong northward transport between 25*N and 40°N south and

east of Japan on the south side of the East Asian trough. This suggeatb

that the major r y ox the diagnosed transfer of K  to the ulr ,ilong waves

occurred in cor l,.isetion with the intensification of the East Asian le:w.

The effect of these energy conversions on the planetary-scale kinetic

energy budget is shown in the K 1-4 distribution over the Pacific at 1200 GMT

31 December (Fig. 23) when K1-4 was at a maximum. The large values of K1-4

in the vicinity of the blocking high over the Aleutian Islands, the Bering

Straits, and north of the Bering Straits are primarily from the baroclinic

sources. The very large values in K1-4 east of Japan associated with inten-

sification of the Japan jet are due to both barotropic and baroclinic pro-

cesses. The corresponding K1-4 distribution on 28 December (nut shown) had

only very weak maxima over extreme northeastern Siberia and southwest of

Japan. Intermediate-scale processes (Fig. 20b) were of no discernable

importance in the Pacific sector.



Further amplification of the block occurred between 31 December 1978

and 4 January 1979. C(AZ , Al-4 ) remained relatively strong during this

period, reaching another marked maximum on 3 January, but C(A
1-4 , K1-4)

and C(KZ , K1-4 ) dropped sharply on 31 December and 1 January, respectively

(Fig. 20a). Very strong planetary-scale heat transports existed over

tlaska and the tiering Straits during this period on the upstream side of

the blocking ridge (Fig. 24). Warm air was transported northward into the

region of the thermal high associated with the block (Fig. 25a). The

greater amplitude of the Alaska thermal ridge at 500 mb on 4 January (Fig.

25b) compared with 30 December (Fig. 21c) shows the cumulative effect of

the large-scale heat transports and the resultant positive C(A2 , Al-4) in

this region. Comparison of the planetary -scale height and temperatt!,ee

fields at 00'!. 4 .January (Figs. 25a and b) shows that there is still a slight

phase shift of 10-15° longitude between the two. The phase shift is more

noticeable at 850 mb (not shown). The continued existence of the phase

lag is consistent with the planetary -scale heat transports, and is further

evidence of the baroclinic nature of this blocking ridge.

Nothing particularly unusual had occurred in the intermediate-scale

energy budget until the significant 
K5-10 

maximum on 3 January (Fig. 20b).

This peak was caused by baroclinic processes and was followed by a very

large transfer of intermediate -scale kinetic energy to the planetary waves.

The large buildup of cyclone -scale kinetic energy in early

.January took place over eastern North America and the Atlantic. A large

increase in K1-4 over the Atlantic Hector (not shown) is evidence of this

interaction. Thus, the large, diagnosed nonlinear interaction during the

Ulk's mature phase had nothing to do with maintaining the Pacific block.

i^

I ,
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The sharp drop in A2 and increases in AE and K8 from 2 to 8 January (Fig.

21s) were associated with these Atlantic developments.

Meanwhile, all large-scale energy conversions and transfers fell to

near aero on 6 January as K l_4 dropped sharply to a minimum on the 9th.

Offsetting positive and negative heat transports (and C(A 
1-4 , 

K
1-4 )) 

on the

i 	 upstream and downstream sides of the high were typical during the block's

!	 mature stage. However, by 7 January southward warm air transport over

northwestern Canada exceeded the positive contribution over the Bering

Straits. The axis of ridge in the height field over Alaska had moved

slightly to the west of the thermal ridge axis resulting in the observed

net southward heat transport. The amplitude of the large-scale height and

temperature waves on the 7th was quite large, but by 9 January, the maxi-

mum height (z l_4 ) near Alaska had moved north of the peninsula and had

fallen by about 100 meters.

The large values of C(AZ , Al-4 ) and C(A
1-4 K1-4) 

on 8 through 10

January were associated with the developing, progressive uitralong wave

trough over eastern Siberia and the western Pacific. This trough develop-

ment caused the transition of the large-scale Pacific pattern from strong

blocking on the 8th to a pattern dominated by an extensive, northwest-

southeast tilted East Asian trough on the 13th.

In summary, the initial development of the Pacific block in late

December 1978 was the result of very significant, planetary-scale baro-

clinic processes [C(AZ , Al_4 ) and C(A1_4 K1-4 )]. It appears that the
.

development was triggered by the retrograde surge of high heights across

northern Canada from the North Atlantic in late December. Additional

amplification of the block from 31 December to 4 or S January 1979 was due

3'C
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to large-scale heat transports. (luring the block's mature phase (4 to 8

January), the zonally averaged energy conversions are quite small and no

active energetics processes appeared to be occurring in the vicinity of

the block. Decay of the block may have been partially due to baroclinic

and barotropic damping. Tlae baroclinic development of a prograde East

Asian ultralong wave trough coincided with the block ' s decay phase. This

active trough development and its eastward progression in particular appears

Lo have destroyed the energetically inactive block.

The energy cycle during the development of this erase of Pacific block-

ing ran be summarized schematically as follows:

Ay ---^► 
A l-4 

	
K1-4 'e 

	 KZ.

Here again, the dotted arrow represents a smaller magnitude conversion.

0. M acuasion

There have been a number of sugge o Lions in regent literature that

intense cycloge*nesis cyan it e t to force ultralong wave development. Earlier

observational studies have also indicated an apparent relationship between

intense cyclogenests and blocking (Herggten et al., 1949; Rex, 1950a).

Gall et al. ( 1.979) have shown in model simulations that zonally asymmetric

'y cyclone-scale heat transports can amplify planetary-scale waves through a

type of nonlinear interaction. Namias (1980), Harnack (1980), and Sanders

and Gyakum ( 1980) have all noted a correlation between intense cyclogenesis

lea the western anti central North Atlantic and the recurrent strong blocking

over the Greenland - Iceland area that occurred during the winter of 1978-

74. We have found that the blocking high over Greenland in December 1978
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was, in fact, forced by intense, baroclinic cyclone-scale waves. A block

over Greenland in mid to late January 1979 was forced in a very similar

"	 manner (Hansen, 1981).
i

The very Intense cyclogenesis over the western and central North

Atlantic during the 1978-79 winter was enhanced by the presence of very

strong sea surface temperature (SST) gradients off the east coast of

North America (Sanders and Gyakum, 1980) that resulted from significant

1	 SST anomalies east of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia (Harnack, 1980).
t

Increased baroclinicity in the ocean automatically induces atmospheric

baroclinicity at the surface and through the depth of the lower atmosphere

that is in convective exchange with the surface (Bjerknes, 1962). A

larger than normal SST gradient can lead to very intense cyclogenesis in

the vicinity of the largest gradient (Sanders anj Gyakum, 1980). To

maximize the SST gradient and therefore the low level baroclinic Instabil-

ity, the SST anomalies must be in phase with the normal SST distribution.

^.	 The probability that blocking can form over the North Atlantic is

increased if cold SST anomalies exist cast and south of Newfoundland

(Ratcliffe and Murray, 1.970). The position and strength of the cold SST

anomalies in December and January given by Ratcliffe and Murray, based on

several years with significant negative anomalies, are very similar to the

cold SST anomaly in the same area for the 1978-79 winter given by Harnack

(1980). In fact, the 1978-79 anomaly appears to be colder than Ratcliffe

and Murray's mean. These SST anomalies create a larger than normal SST

gradient off the east coast of North America which in turn leads to an

enhanced baroclinic Tone in the atmosphere in this area. Explosive

cyclogenesis with very strong northward warm air flow on the east side

of the trough is spawned by this baroclinicity. A blocking anticyzlone
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develops north of the cyclone wave due to the Intense, zonally &symmetric

cyclone-scale heat transports and nonlinear transfer of kinetic energy from

intermediate to large-scale waves. Thus, the explosive cyclogionesis that

results from the enhanced baroclinic zoos in turn leads to stronger cyclone-

scale forcing of the planetary-scale waves and subsequent block development.

Namias (1964) has suggested that a similar sequence of events can lead to

blocking.

However, strong cyclogenesla followed be substantial nonlinear

transfer of kinetic energy from intermediate to large scales does not insure

the development of blocking. For example, the development of the short dura-

tion (5 day) midlatitude ridge over the Atlantic Ocean in early January

1979 was energeticall y very similar to the development of the high latitude

Rex blocks in the same region that preceded and followed it. The similarity

appeared in both the spectral and limited area energetics calculations.

In all three developments, marked baroclinic energy conversion by cyclone-

scale waves over eastern North America ind the western Atlantic preceded

strong nonlinear Interaction between these waves and the planetary-scale

waves. However, in two cases Rex blocking resulted, but in the third it

did not. 'rhe explanation of the different response of the regional flow

field to apparently similar forcing lies in the antecedent structure of the

regional flow (as represented by the zonal mean flow plus the planetary

waves). In the 1978-79 examples, the Rex blocking was preceded by a weak

large-scale ridge over the Greenland-Iceland area and the absence of a

large-scale low over eastern Canada. rhe midlatitude ridge development was

preceded by a well developed Hudson Say low.

Simmons and Hoskins (1978, 1980) used a system with one zonal harmonic

wave (wavenumber 6 or 9) and a variable mean flow to show that the structure

j
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of the wean flow can affect the growth rate and maximum amplitude of baro-

clinic waves through barotropic effects. The initial growth of the waves

in their model is baroclinic, but as the waves occlude their barotropic

decay rate is profoundly affected by the nature of the moan flow in which

they are embedded and with which they interact.

In the real atmosphere. the growth and decay of baroclinic waves are
j^

probably also profoundly affected by barotropic interaction s with the mean
i

flow within a given sector. The structure of the flow field given by the

axially symmetric flow and existing planetary waves determines the growth

rate, amplitude, and decay rate of baroclinically unstable waves through
f'

p

	

	 modulating barotropic interactions. These interactions can oa with the

zonal mean flow or with the planetary waves. The spectral results of Kao

and Chi (1978) and Tsay and Kao (1978) show that nonlinear barotropic

processes play an important role in determining the growth and decay

	

s'	 rates of both large-scale and cyclone-scale waves.

Our study shows that strongly amplified cyclone waves can have a pro-

	

4	 found effect on the development of ultralong waves through nonlinear

interaction. The natureof the regional flow field in which finite ampli-

tude cyclone waves occur not only has an effect on how the cyclones

develop, but also on how they ultimately alter the regional flow field

through interactions with it. This interaction involves both barotropic

energy transfer and significant sensible heat fluxes. The result can be

the development of a short duration mid-ocean ridge with accelerated

westerlies across the North Atlantic, or development of a blocking high

over Greenland and Iceland that persists for nearly two weeks.



The growth of the blocking high over Alaska was accompanied by

baroclinic development of an ultralong wave trough ever Fast Asia and the

western Pacific. The western Pacific large-scale trough develop-

ment occurred over a region of large, mean SST gradients although the

magnitude of the SST gradient in the North Pacific is typically about one

half of that in the western North Atlantic (Sanders and Gyakum, 1980).

Siberian snow cover can further enhance the atmospheric baroclinicity in

this region. This would lead to more vigorous cyclogenesis in this region,

just as it does over the Atlantic (Sanders and Cyakum, 1980). Although it

should be checked more carefully, it appears from our analysis that the

zonal scale of the major baroclinic disturbances in the middle and upper

troposphere is larger over the Pacific than over the Atlantic. Thus, the

major cyclonic developments over the Pacific are described primarily by

the ultralong waves, whereas Atlantic cyclogenesis is described by

intermediate-scale waves. Enhanced baroclinicity in either region due to

SST anomalies and/or high surface albedo due to unusually heavy snow cover

increases the activity of the dominant energetic scale in that region. Thus

Pacific blocking can tesult from the baroclinic amplification of ultra-

long waves that is stimulated by an enhanced baroclinic zone in the western

Pxc.if Ic.

Of course, large-scale baroclinic development over eastern Siberia

and the western Pacific does not necessarily lead to the development of

Alaskan blocking. In fact, it can accompany the demise of Alaskan blocking

as in the January 1979 case. Some additional factor is needed to allow

the large-scale baroclinic energy conversion to create a blocking ridge.

This may be related to the interaction of the finite amplitude baroclinic

Ii
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wave with the mean flow in which it is embedded gust as in the Atlantic

case. The 1978-79 Pacific blocking was apparently triggered by retrogres-

ston of the blocking high across northern Canada. However, it is not

clear that this particular behavior is a necessary condition for Pacific

blocking. Other factors, such as the role of the stationary forcing over

the Pacific, should also be considered.

We would expect that large-scale stationary forcing is a more dominant

factor over the Pacific Basin than other the Atlantic. This is because

the Pacific Ocean has a much larger zonal extent and a much larger surface

area than the Atlantic. In addition, the Himalayan Massif provides a

larger upstream orographic obstruction to the mean flow than does the

North American Cordillera. As a result, blocking theories that invoke the

stationary forcing of orography and land-sea differential heating as the

mechanism for block development should be more applicable to the Pacific

region.

Tung and Lindzen (1979) suggested that blocking could result from the

resonant amplification of a free Rossby wave that becomes stationary at

a position where it is in phase with the stationary forcing of orography

and differential heating. This proposed behavior is at least superficially

similar to the 1978-79 Pacific case, where t-ie blocking ridge retrograded

until it was over Alaska and in phase with the eastern Pacific standing

wave ridge. It then amplified rapidly due to baroclinic processes in con-

junction with the deepening western Pacific trough. However, the growth

rate of this Alaskan ridge may have been too rapid to be explained by

linear resonance. Many more case studies would have to be examined to

determine if the 1978-79 behavior is typical of Pacific blocking. Tung

x

It
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and Lindzen's theory may be more favorably applied to longer period circu-

lation features such as the very persistent eastern Pacific ridge in the

winter of 1976-77 (Chen and Shukla, 1981).

lnterannual variations in the stationary forcing caused by alterations

in sea surface temperatures can affect the intensity of baroclinic cyclo-

genesis and thus the strength of the mechanisms that force block develop-

ment (by changing the SST gradients), as well as the structure of the

standing waves. Mean conditions promoting exploftive cyclogenesls should

also favor more frequent and stronger blocking. The observed preponderance

of blocked weather patterns during certain winter seasons as opposed to

others may be explained as a result of these variations.

7. Conclusion

From our spectral energetics analysis of winter season blocking case

studies, we have found two different mechanisms through which baroclinic

processes can lead to the development of blocking: 1) the nonlinear forc-

ing of ultralong waves by intense, baroclinic cyclone-scale waves, and

2) baroclinic amplification of planetary-scale waves. The second mecha-

nism can be augmented by barotropic transfer of mean flow kinetic energy

to the planetary-scale eddies. The energy source for the blocking comes

from the local region or just upstream of the ridge. The intermediate-

scale ^Y 1- 	 that accompanied the development of the Greenland block

in December 1978 may have been fostered by abnormally strong SST gradient

near Newfoundland. An enhanced baroclinic zone over the western Pacific

may also have stimulated the large-scale cyclogenesis that accompanied tt

Alaskan block's development, but this is less certain.
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In addition, it appears that at least two necessary conditions must
X

be met to allow a block to form. One of the above forcing mechanisms with
k

a large source of potential energy (AZ) must be in operation, and the

orientation of existing planetary-scale waves must be such that the forcing
3

mechanism can amplify them into a blocking pattern.

Finally, we see two major implications of our results to numerical

weather prediction and extended range forecasting. We have found that the

forcing of the ultralong waves by cyclone-scale waves can be very strong.

Furthermore, the nonlinear interaction between intermediate and large-scale

waves in the atmosphere is not continuous. It occurs In discrete episodes

when the rate of energy transfer is very large. This is in contrast to the

(	 baroclinic energy source for the ultralong waves which maintains a steadier

j	 rate. Thus, errors in the prediction of cyclone-scale waves will lead to

errors in the forecasting of ultralong wave development (Gall et al., 1979).

Models must be able to predict explosive cyclogenesis if they are to be

able to properly forecast the development of the ultralong waves and block-

ing. In addition, the models must accurately handle the position and phase

of the antecedent planetary-scale waves so that they can correctly forecast

the effects of intense nonlinear or baroclinic forcing on the evolution of

the existing long wave pattern. These are areas where existing forecast

models have exhibited a marked deficiency.
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APP19NDIX

The complete formulation of the spectral energetics equations used in this

study are given by Hansen (1961). The only difference between out formulation

and that given by Saltzman (1970) is in the nonlinear terms. Saltzman's

flux term should be multiplied by 1/2. and the remaining half of the original

term should be added to the nonlinear interaction term (Konamitsu at al.. 1972).

The resulting, formulation of the nonlinear interaction terms are given below.

In the spectral kinetic energy equation

Nrr

	

C (n1M, n+m) - 
m 
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N 2 

a cos	 [U-.((n+m ) u-nUn-m
 - (n-M)Unt
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I	 u
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represents the rate of change of wavenumber n ktustic energy due to nonlinear

transfer of kinetic energy to wavenumbor n from all other waves. The zonal

harmonic expansion was truncated at wavenumber N. U, V, and a refer to the

Fourier coefficients of u, v, and w, ¢ is the lat'tuds, p is the pressure,

and a is the radius of the earth. When summed over all wavenumbers, 1 to N,

this formulation of Cx(n1m, nfm) yields no net change in the total eddy

kinetic energy.

2

C (nim, n+m)	
p

A

N

I	 2
_	 T

(n+m)T	 Ua	 -n n-m
- (n-m)T un -n-mQ p W-N cos

moo

+^V T dry-T	 drm +V T	 6Tn.,T	
LSa	 n-m	 an	 d -n d#	 -n-m an d̂R	 n d@

t

["n_m
dTn

[Tm
6 ^ dTn	 d^

+ dp	 `
T-n 6p	

+ 
C-n-m Tm dp	 Tn dp

t

+
R

C 
p 
p Tm 

T-nCn-m +	 n-m)]

is the nonlinear transfer of APR from all other waves to wavenumber n. v is

the static stability, R is the gas constant, C  is the specific heat of air

at constant pressure, and T is the Fourier coefficient of the temperature.

Note that the contribution to CA (n,m, n4-m) given by the fourth term

Cp
R 
p Tm(T-nQn-m + nC-n-m)

1*	 does not sum to zero when summed over all wavenumbers whereas contributions

from all the other terms do sum to zero.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. 500 mb heights and temperatures at 0000 GMT 21 December 1978.

Figure 2. 500 mb heighte and temperatures at 1200 GMT 25 December 1978.

Figure 3. 500 mb heights and temperatures at 1200 GMT 29 N.-ember 1978.

Figure 4. Spectrally filtered tiovmoller diagram of the planetary-scab: height
field (z1-4) at 70•N for December 1978 (contour interval is 100 m,
positive values are contoured with solid lines, negative values
are contoured with dashed lines).

Figure 5a. Temporal evolution of the vertically integrated (1000-100 mb)
energy cycle for 30-N to 80-N for 14 to 31 December 1978.

Figure 5b. Vertically integrated energy conversions in the same domain dur-
ing late December 1978,

Figure 6a. planetary-scale (wavenumbers 1-4) energetics for 14-31 December
1978. The upper part of the figure shows the evolution of K
(solid line) and Al-4 (dashed line) and the lower part shows

l-4

C(AZ $ Al-4 (heavy solid line); C(A A;4 , K 44) (dashed line);
C(KZ . K -4 ) (dot-dashed line) and t contribution to K 

4 
due

to nonlWar interactions of waves 1-4 with all other w ves (thin
solid line).

Figure fib. Intermediate-scale (wavenumbers 5-10) energetics for 14-31
December 1978. The upper part of the figure shows 

K5-10 
(solid

line) and A _	 (dashed line), and the lower part shows C(A7,
A 10)(thic 5k 121id line); C(A 1 , K55

h 0
) (dashed line);;

CjKr• K5  ) (dot-dashed line; 2nd t rate of change of K 5 t
due to n;A?inear interactions 	 with all other waves (thin soh l0
line).

Figure 7a. The intermediate-scale height field 
(z5-10) 

at 500 mb at 1200
CMT 18 December 1978 (contour interval is 100 m, solid contours
indicate positive values and dashed contours indicate negative
values in this and all other polar sterographic projections).

Figure 7b. C(A, Kg 1p) at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 18 December 1978 (contour
intar42l 18 2.5 x 10-3 m2/s3.

Figure 8. The intermediate-scale heat transport (vT pp ) at 850 mb on
1200 CHT 10 December 1978 (contour intervnl', lis 50-C m/s).

Figure 9a. The intermediate--scale momentum transport (uv _ pp) at 300 mb on
1200 GMT 19 December 1978 (contour interval is 100 	 m2,82).

Figure 9b. zl-4 at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 19 December 1978.

t
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Figure 10a. KS_1p at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 19 December 1978 (contour interval
is 100 m2/s2).

Figure 10b. K	 at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 23 December 1978 (contour interval
a - n a) .

Figure 11.

Figure 12a.

Figure 12b.

Figure 13.

Figure 14.

Figure 15.

Figure 16.

Figure 17.

F f  ire 18.

C(A1-4 ► K1-4 ) at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 19 December 1978.

21-4 at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 23 December 1978 (contours every 100 m).

T1_4 at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 23 December 1978 (contours every VC).

vTl_4 at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 21 December 1978 (contours every 50°C
m/s).

Limited area energetics for the region bounded by 85 •W, 20°W,
30°N and 75°N.

500 mb heights and temperatures at 1200 GMT 30 December 1978.

500 mb heights and temperatures at 0000 GMT 4 January 1979.

500 mb heights and temperatures at 0000 GMT 12 January 1979.

Spectrally filtered Hovmoller diagram of z l_4 at 60•N for late
December 1978 to mid January 1979.

Figure 19a. Energy cycle for late December 1978 to mid January 1979 (other-
wise same as Figure 5a).

!"figure 19b. C(AZ , AE), C(AE , KE) and C(KZ , KF) for the same period.

Figure 20a. Planetary-scale energetics for 24 December 1978 to 12 January
1979 (otherwise same as Figure 6a).

Figure 20b. Intermediate-scale energetics for the same period (same as
Figure 6b otherwise).

Figure 21a. zl-4 at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 30 December 1978.

Figure 21b. vTl_4 at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 30 December 1978.

Figure 21c. T1_4 at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 30 December 1978.

Figure 21d. C(A1-4 , K1-4 ) at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 30 December 1978.

Figure 22.	 uv1-4 at 300 mb at 1200 GMT 30 December 1978.

Figure 23. K1_4 at 500 mb on 1200 GMT 31 December 1978.

Figure 24, vTl _4 at 500 mb on 0000 GMT 4 January 1979.

Figure 25a. T1,_4 at 500 mb on 0000 GMT 4 January 1979.

Figure 25b. zl-4 at 500 mb on 0000 GMT 4 January 1979.
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ABSTRACT

The height and temperature fields at the mandatory levels during a two-

month period (December 1977-January 1978) are used to evaluate the conversion

between available potential energy (A) and kinetic energy (K), C(A,K). The

results reveal:

1. The energy conversion due to the mean meridional circulation.

C(AZ , KZ) - - 0.18 Wm-2 , and due to the eddy motions,

C(AE , KE) - 2.6 Wm 2.

2. C(AZ , KZ ) is attributed to the standing (2-month mean) mode, while

C(AE , KE) is due to the transient eddies.

3. The contributions to C(AE , KE) from various wavenumber regimes,

long waves 0-1-4), and cyclone and short wee:es (n-5-15), are:

a. Transient cyclone and short waves are dominant in the midlatitudes

and the middle layer of atmosphere.

b. Transient long waves are significant in the middle layer of tre

atmosphere at mid- and high latitudes.

c. Standing long waves are not negligible in thv midlatitudes and

the middle layer of atmosphere.

Y
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Introduction

The conversion between available potential energy (A) and kinetic energy

(K), C(A, K), is regarded as the baroclinic process that maintains the atmospheric

circulation (Wiin-Nielsen, 1968). Tomatsu (1979) recently made an extensive

computation of this energy conversion employing multilevel data. however,

he has noted that there had been very few analyses of C(A, K) for the hemisphere.

This might well be due to the difficulty of evaluating the w field in the

atmosphere.

Recently, we used an alternative mathematical algorithm to solve the w

egt.ation (see Appendix) rather than the conventional relaxation method. Some

interesting features of C(A, K) were found in our computations ust"g a two-

4	 month (December 1971-January 1978) multilevel data set analyzed at the National

Meteorological Center (NMC). The purpose of this note is to report these

{	 C(A, K) results in the wavenumber regime and the contributions to C(A, K)

from the standing and transient: modes of the atmospheric motion.

Computation and Data

The conversion between A and K,

fpOC(A, K) W g 	 1 - p wTdsdp,
 S

f

r

t

^x m

can be expressed is terms of a Fourier expansion representing the ccntribution

from various wave components.
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The two terms (in the right-hand side of (1) are the energy conversions due

to tho moon !lieridi4,rvil and eddy motions, respectivvIv.

'rite expression of C(A, K) can also be resolved lurther to examine the

contributions from the standing and transient modes of the atmospheric circulation,
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where	 time mean and	 Is the transient mode. The subscript:- S

and T denote the standing and transient modes, respectively. N	 15 and the

time mean is a two-month average in this study.

The p vertical motion of the atmosphere is evaluated by using the w equation

of the quasi-geostrophic model. The w cquation has the form of Poisson's
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equation and conventionally is solved by the relaxation method (e.g.,

Krishnamurti, 1968). In this study, an alternative approach employing the

tech_que of spherical harmonics to solve the w equation is used. 'Pile. to field

can be obtaineJ through a matrix equation which relates the spectral coefficients

of w and the forcing functions in the w equation. Our experience reveals heat

this approach is computationally faster than the conventional relaxation method.

The detailed algorithm of this approach is shown in the Appendix. The boundary

conditions used in this study are w • 0 at 1000 and 100 mb for the simplicity

of computations.

The computations of this study use the twice daily height and temperature:

fields on the 2.5 ° x 2.5° grid of the NMC analysis for December 1977 and

January 1978. The data are at the mandatory levels; 1000, 850 0 700, 500,

400, 300, 250, 200, 1.50, and 100 mb. The domain of integration in (7) and

(2) is from 20°N to SS°N and from 1000 mb to 100 mb.

Results

An overall view of the conversion between available potential energy

and kinetic energy for various modes of the atmospheric motion is provided in

Table 1. Note that the eddy conversion Is also divided into two groups: -
4	 15

I C(n) represents the long-wave regime and	 C(n) the cyclone and short
n-1	 n-5

r
wave regime. The numerical values of C(AZ . Kz) - 0.18 Wm and C(AR , KE)

2.6 Wm 
2 in the present study. Tomatsu obtains a two-month (December and

:
anuary) mean values of C(A 2 , KZ)	 - 0.6 Wm-2 and C(AR , KR)	 3.14 Wm 2 . Our

results are somewhat smaller than Tomatsu's, but not unrealistic. In fact, our

results are also close to Oerlemans' (1980) recent estimate of C(A F , Kk,)

which is 2.1 Wm 2 in winter. The salient features shown in Table 1 arc:

^i

r
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4	 1')

C(n) and	 C(n) are comparable; (2) NA 7 0 K	 attri.hutect to the
na I

standing mode and C(A., KE ) is mainly contributed by the transient eddies;
4

(3) the maJor amount of Y C(n) is due to the transient eddies, but the con-
n• l	 15

tributton from the standing eddies is not insignificant, and; (4)	 C(n) is
n

mainl y provided by the transient eddies.

Tho spectral distribittion or COO Is shown In Figtiry 1. The maximiti ► valuer

C(n) in this study appear at wave numbers 2 and 6. This is In agreement with

the spectral energetics results compiled by Saltzman (1970). Tomatsu's com-

putation shows that the maximum C(n) occurs at waves I and 3 in winter. The

hatched area of Figure 1 represents the spectrum of C(n) 
T* 

The MaXiMUM Value

of C(11) T occurs at wave 6. The contribution of C(n) S 
comes from waves 1-3.

in order to have a better view of the climatology of the conversion

between A and K, Figure 2 displays the latitudinal height distribution of the

energy conversion for various modes of atmospheric motions and various wave-

number regimes. The distribution of C(A Z % KZ ),  Figure 2a. Is similar to that

shown in Tomatsu's study. The negative values appear between 50 *N and 70*N

which may be the result of the Ferrel circulation. The positive values occur

between 35*N and 50 *N, and in the polar aree., north of 70 *N. Although the areal

average of C(AZ9 KZ )  is smaller in this study, the numerical values in the

C(AZ ) KZ )  distribution in the current study are larger than Tomatsu's. This

indicates that the intensity of the mean meridiontl circulation in the winter

analyzed in this study is stronger.

The distribution of C(A E , K E ), Figure 2b, shows three areas of maximum

value at 500 mb: 45 *N (maj,,)r one), 65 0N and 75 0N. Tomatsu's result only

shows a maximum value at 600 mb and 50'N. It is of interest to examine the

contribution of different wave regimes to C(A E9 
K E ). The comparison between

.W

t
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4	 15

C(AE , KE), I C(n) (Figure 2c) and E C(n) (Figure 2d) shows very 
clearly that

n-1	 n-5
the major maximum of C(AE , Kg) at 45'10 is mainly attributed to the cyclone and

short waves. The two minor maxima of C(Ag , K,g) at 650N and 75 •N are due to the

long, waves. This may indicate that the wave activities in the high latitudes

are dominate,l by the long waves, while in the mid-latitudes cyclone and sliert

waves are active, in addition to the long waves.

In the right-hand column of Figure 2, we display the latitude-height

distributions of either the standing or transient modes of those four

quantities discussed above depending upon which provides the dominant con-

tribution to their totals, respectively. The C(AZ , KZ ) distribution is more

or less decided by C(AZ , KZ ) S , while the C(AE , KE) distribution is determined
4

his (AE , Kd 1,. The further  breakdown of C(AEv KE ) T into G C(n)T and
n-1

C(n) T shows that I C(n) distribution is almost identical to	 C(n)T
n-5	 4	 n-5 4	 n-5
However, I C(n) and	 I C(n) T has some significant difference over the loca-

	

n-1	 n-1
tion where the maximum value of C(A1? , K E ) occurs, i.e. 500 mb and 45°14. The

difference between these two quantities indicates that the major contribution

of the staAdi.ng eddies appears at 500 mb and ON.

The idea of computating the energy conversion between A and K is not new.

However, very few studies have been made to evaluate this energy conversion

using multilevel observational data. Some interesting features shown in our

C(A, K) computations may be useful in evaluating model simulations

of the atmospheric general circulation.
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Table 1. Contributions to conversion between available potential
energy (A) and kinetic energy (K) from various modes
of atmospheric motions. units	 Wm" .

Total (S+T) Standing (f) Transient (T)

C(..7 , Kx ) -0.18 -0.21 0.04

C(AK , KK ) 2.60 0.40 2.20

41 C(n) 1.15 0.36 0.79
n-1

15
c(n)	 1.45	 0.04	 1..44

n-5
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A221adix

v	 The w equation of the gtuasi•geostrophic model may be written as

7 2
Vow + a
	 ' F ^8p

where

rT . o(p) and 0 is geopotential. The forcing of function in (At) contains only the

vertical differentiation of vorticity advection and the Laplacian of thermal advec-

tic ►n. Let us express w aad F in terms of solid spherica l harmonics 0 1 1atzmaii, 1400).

w	
m r^ wn Ytn	

(A. )

and

(Al)

F	 p•1(0, C+ f)+d 92j (t0 ap) .

i

I

P
f

	

F a X	 Fm YM	 (A3)

	

nW n	 n	 n

where Y
m a, pm eimF. Wed PM (p)is the Associ a ted Lep-endre function of 	 the
n n	 it

latttude, 0, at which u s sino.	 wn and FIN are the spectral coefficients

of w and the forcing function, respectively. Substitution (A2) and (A3)

into (A4), we can obtain the spectral form of 02),

. P	2	 to

a
wn	 +	 o	 ^` Fn	 (A4)^p2
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where a is the earth's radius.	 The second-order derivative of wm in (AG)
r
^ is evaluated by the Finite difference scheme illustrated in Figure Al.

The second-order derivative of wn at the level K is evaluated by dividing

the difference between thv first-order derivative of % in the middle ofnt
levels (K + 1 ,	 K) and of levels (K, K-1) by ^ 

(ApK + ApK+l).	 Therefore,

(A4) can be written as,

i

AK+1 wn (K + i) - BK wn (K) + CK-1 w n (K - 1)	 =	 En (K)	 (A5)
T

where

2f2__
AK+1	 = cApK+l (ApK+l + ApK)

i

BK	 n °Z	 + —?f2

a	 a 
AP  APK+l 4

2f2

CK-1	 =	 a APK	(ApK+l + ApK)

K

Applying (A5) to every level, we can obtain a linear system which can be

expressed in terms of a matrix equation,

Mw=F

where

M -B1	 A2	0	 0 w= un(1) F Fn(1)

Cl -B2	A3	0 an(2) Fn(2)
^

^
P

r

and (A6)
AN

;. 0	 0	
CN-1-BN (N) Fn (N)

C

z
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N is the maximum number of vertical levels. M is a trisdiagonal square matrix

and to at the various levels can be obtained by solving (Ab).
a

The procedures are as follows: (a) calculate the forcing function of

`	 the w equation on the 2.5' x 2.5 • grid; b use Bllsaesser's 1966 scheme

{	 to create the spectral coefficients of the forcing functions; (c) the y spectral

coefficients of the vertical motion are solved by equation (A6); and (d) the

w field is constructed by equation (A2).

The spectral truncation used in this study is triangular with Q < Iml < 25

and q < n < 25. Since only hemispherical data is available, we must make

some assumption concerning the parity at the physical variables. We assume

that w and F are even.

{
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Figure 1. Spectral distributions of C(n) (solid line), C(n)T (solid lima	 A

µ	 enclosing the hatched area) and C(n) S (dashed line). Unit:

1 Q^ l Wqa^^ .

Figure 2. Latitudinal -height distribution of (a) C (N Kx), (b) C(Ar. Kg)

	4 	 15

(c) I C(n). (d) I C(a). (a) c(Ax. KZ)S ► (f) U (Ag. YT.

	

n•1	 n•5

	4 	 15
(g)	 C(n) T and (h)	 C(n)T. Units 16 WO mb^l.

	

awl	 n•S

Figure A-l. Schematic diagram for the computation of the vertical derivative 	 i

for ^.

t	 ,
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Abstract

In January 1977, a warming of the polar troposphere occurred following

a major stratospheric warming. The temperature increase in the polar tropo-

sphere is found to be larger below 400 mb than in the upper troposphere.

Analysis of the heat h+ulget of LhS polar troposphere shows that the eddy

heat flux convergence is the major factor responsible for the tropospheric

4	

warming.

Introduction
S

During January 1977, a major sudden warming in the stratosphere was

t	 followed by a striking temperature increase in the polar troposphere (Quirox,

1977). This sequence of events raises the question of causal connection

between these two occurrances. It would be interesting to investigate whether

there is a direct connection between the stratospheric and tropospheric warm-

ings. Recently, Koerner and Kao (1980) studied the evolution of the kinetic

and thermal energy as well as the heat and momentum flux convergence in the

stratosphere and troposphere during this warming compared to the minor warming

of 1975-76. 0 doill and Taylor (1979) investigated the 20 mb and 300 mb heat

and momentum budgets and found that warming in the polar upper troposphere in

early January was due to increased subsidence that was forced by southward eddy

momentum transport.
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We have computed the heat budget in the troposphere where we found that the

Largest temperature increase over the polar cap in mid-January 1977 occurred below

400 mb. Taylor and Perry ( 1977) have pointed out that an unusually

large number of 1000-500 mb thickness anomoltes centered around 80"N latitude

occurred during mid -January of this year. The purpose of this note is to show

that the lower tropospheric warming was primarily the result of strong eddy heat

flux convergence in the lower troposphere. Although a complete explanation of

the cause of the enhanced eddy transport of sensible heat into the polar

tropesphere is beyond the scope of the present report, a possible mechanism

is proposed.

Analysis Method and Data

The heat budget of the polar trophosphere is investigated by using the

zonally averaged form of the thermodynamic equation;

aTz1	 3 
	 , coso -	 1	

a
 (VT  cosh -at '^ - a cos a^ [(VET cl

z
	a coso 30 z z

a p

z cRp Tz z
	

F
lp cRp T

g
 wg * c Nz

p	 ^	 p	 z	 P

The z subscript denotes variables that were averaged around a latitude circle

and the F subscript denotes eddy quantities that were departures from the

zonal average. The term on the left-hand side is the local rate of change of

the zonally averaged temperature. The terms on the right-hand side are the

temperature change due to 1) eddy heat flux convergence; 2) convergence of the

zonal mean heat flux; 3) adiabatic warming (or cooling) due to zonal mean

vertical motion; 4) adiabatic warming due to eddy vertical motion; and
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5) diabetic hosting.

Data from the objective 4041ysis scheme of the National Meteorological

Center (NMC) for every 2.3 • of longitude at the 10 mandatory levels (1000, 850,

700 0 500. 400 0 300, 230 0 200. 150 0 and 100 mb) in the troposphere are used to

evaluate the various terms in t74s equation at 70*N and SO ON. NMC employed the

Flattery analysis scheme (Flattery, 1970) in 1976-77 which removes the divergent

component of the wind from the horizontal motion field. V  a 0 in the Flattery

analysis so the residual in the heat budget represents not only the effects of

disbatic hosting but also changes in T x due to the actual convergence of the zonal

mean heat flux as well as any effects due to errors in the data. The exact quality

of the dj^`& at polar latitudes is difficult to determine, but for the sake of

discussion, char.`es in or contributions to changes in T2 with magnitudes of 1OK/day

or lose may be considered to be mots*. The vertical motion is computed from the

quasi-goostrophic form of the w-equation assuming w w 0 at 1000 mb and 100 mb

(Chen et al., 1981). The w-equation includes the effects of both dynamic and

thermodynamic forcing on the vertical motion field (Wiin-Nielson, 1964). Theo*

include the vertical differentiation of the absolute vorticity advection and the

Laplacian of the thermal advection. The w values obtained from this method may

be underestimated to some extent due to excessive smoothing of the height field

by the objective analysis scheme in data sparse regions (Win-Nielsen. 1968).

Discussion and Speculation

Figure 1 shows the average cross-section of the zonal mean temperature for

10-18 January 1977. The following discussion will concentrate on the results

at SOON because the largest tropospheric temperature rise occurred at or north

of SOON (Figure 1).
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H
The zonal mean temperature at WN as a function of height and time is

shown in Figure 2. The largest temperature rise occurs in the lower tropo-

sphee, below 700 gab, from 9 to 12 January with a slightly smaller tempera-

tune increase in the mid-troposphere. Very little temperature rise is

evident in the upper troposphere (300-200 mb). The largest rate of temperature

Increase occurs at low and mid level" (Figure 3a). but warming extended

throughout the troposphere below 300 mb from 1200 GMT 9 January through

0000 GMT 12 January. Significant heating due to eddy heat flux convergence

occurs in the layer below 400 mb from 1200 GMT 9 January through 0000 GMT

12 January (Figure 3b) and coincides almost exactly with the observed tem-

perature increase. The maximum warming due to eddy senr ble heat transport is

VK/day between 700 and 1000 mb. Comparison of Figures 3a and b shows

that the eddy heat flux accounts for almost the entire observed temperature

rise in mid-January. A similar relationship between the rate of change of

the zonal mean temperature and positive eddy heat flux convergence in the

lower troposphere is also apparent in the heat budget results at 70"N

(not shown).

Warming due to zonal mean adiabatic descent at 80'N is present through-

out a deep layer on 8-9 January with a maximum value of 3°K/day between 200

mb and 300 mb (Figure 3c). However this effect is not reflected in a rise

in Tz . The adiabatic warming in our calculation is compensated by the

residual (Figure 3d). The effects of vertical motion are unimportant at 70°N

(not shown). The large eddy heat flux convergence in the lower troposphere from

9 to 12 January would force upward vertical motion and diabatic cooling. How-

ever. subsidence is indicated in Figure 3c on 9 and 10 January. Apparently,

t ;
	 the strong southward eddy momentum flux occurring at this time at polar latitudes
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(O'Neill and Taylor, 1979) forced descending motion that dominated the effect of

the northward odd heat flux on the mean vertical velocity. The InsignificanceY	 Y	 t

of adiabatic warning together with the absence of a large temperature rise in

the upper troposphere (Figure 2) indicate, as O'Neill and Taylor (1979) have

already shown, that warming duo to adiabatic descent did not propagate downward

from the stratosphere into the troposphere. kiddy vertical motion did not

significantly effect the polar heat budget.

Koerner and Koo (1960) note that once the 1976-77 major warming was in

progress. there was a decoupling of the stratospheric and tropospheric circula-

tion and blocking in the troposphere. Under normal conditions, the ban.'. of

strongest zonal mean westerly winds arts as a waveguide for vertically propagating

planetary-scale waves (Dickinson, 196K). During a major stratospheric warming

the westerly jet in the stratosphere is replaced by mean easterlies preventing

the normal upward propagation of planetary waves (Charney and Drazin, 1961).

Although easterly winds appeared almost simultaneously at polar latitudes in

both the lower stratosphere and troposphere shortly before 10 January 1977

(Quiroz, 1977; O'Neill and Taylor, 1079), substantial warming in the middle

and upper stratosphere occurred from 28 December 1976 to 3 January 1977 .

(Quiroz, 1977). Reversal of the zonal wind and temperature gradient occurred

in the upper stratosphere before extending downward (Koerner and Kao, 1980).

This warming pulse in late December and early January may have initi.ted thoa

disruption of the westerly wave guide in the stratosphere. As a r.-ault,, ampli-

fying tropospheric planetary waves associated with Atlantic blocking In the

first 10 days of January may have been unable to propagate vertically. The

tropospheric planetary waves reached their maximum amplitude at about the same

time or shortly after easterly winds appeared in the lower stratosphere (Table 1).
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The easterly mean flow in the lower stratosphere would completely disrupt

the westerly wave-guide. The coincidence of tropospheric wave amplifica-

tion with the appearance of stratospheric easterlies may have lead to the

observed eddy heat flux convergence at polar latitudes. With the waves

unable to propagate upward away from their source region, the northward heat

transport normally associated with vertically propagating waves may have

manifested itself in the large observed sensible heat transport into the polar

troposphere. The heat transport accompanying the amplifying waves lead to

warming near the pole instead of upward wave propagation.

McGuirk (1977) noted that major perturbations of tha zonal mean tropo-

spheric temperatures with high latitude warming and mid-latitude cooling

occur after the commencement of stratospheric warmings. Labitzke (1965)

has shown that tropospheric blocking patterns occur roughly 10 days after

the onset of stratospheric warmings. 1 blocking, a pronounced warming

occurs in the northern part of the blocked zone with cooling in the southern

part (Rex, 1950). Consequently, a mechanism similar to one presently pro-

posed may have been responsible for the growth of the blocks studied by

1.,,,bitzke and for the pattern of T  changes noted by McGuirk.

In conclusion, the tropospheric polar warming in January 1977 was

principally the result of eddy heat flux convergence in the middle and

lower troposphere. It appears that the tropospheric warming was not due to

adiabatic descent within the troposphere. This warming may have been a

manifestation of the trapping of vertically propagating planetary waves

beneath stratospheric easterlies. Thus, the stratospheric warming may have

had an indirect effect on the tropospheric circulation.

i
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Table 1. Date* of the maximum 300 a amplitude of the sum of
zonal harmonic height waves I through 4 cover the
Atlantic in early January 1977

Maximum
Latitude Date Wave Amplitude

504 8 Jan 475 m

604 10 Jan 419 m

704 11 Jan 378 m

Longitude

25 W

30 W

40 V
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. The average meridional cross section of T,('K) for 0000 GMT 10

1977 through 1200 GMT 1H January 1977.

Figure 2. 9hk ..unally averaged temperature, T Z('K), at SON as a function

of height and tiod.

Figure 3. Height-tiros sections of the terms in the heat budget at BON:

a) the time rate of change of the zonally averaged temperature$

1	 a ry T3Ts/8t; b) eddy heat flux convergence, - a 
casm ^ ` E E

x
c) adiabatic warming (cooling) due to sonal mean vertical motion,

and; d) the residual. The units are 'K/day with positive values

shaded.
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